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ABSTRACT
My objective in writing the following thesis was to explore visual, structural, 
and verbal elments of the one act play in three genres: Poetry is a drama, Cocaigne is 
a comedy and The Praying Mantis is a tragedy.
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5POETRY: A ONE ACT PLAY
CHARACTERS
GREG AGED 35, DEEP VOICE, ATHLETIC
CLAIR AGED 35, HIS WIFE
AMY AGED 10, THEIR DAUGHTER
MARSHALL ROSEY AGED 50, A PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
(A living room in Greg and Clair's home, 
moderately well furnished in 1970's style. A 
door, UR, leads to Amy's bedroom. An open 
doorway UL leads to the kitchen. Another door 
DL is the front entrance to the house. UL is a 
dining table set with linen, crystal glasses, silver 
etc. but no centerpiece. Another door DR leads 
to the hall. The living room is neat and clean, 
with a flower arrangement on the coffee table. 
C L A IR  is seated on the couch making 
last-minute changes in the flower arrangement. 
AMY stands by the dining table, folding a 
napkin. Amy's book, Favorite Tales From 
Shakespeare is on the coffee table.)
AMY How come you don’t put some flowers on this table, Mom?
CLAIR Dr. Rosey's bringing them.
AMY Dr. Rosey! Is that really his name?
CLAIR Yes dear, it is.
AMY No wonder he's in your garden club.
CLAIR Now Amy, he's going to be our guest, and we're all going to be nice to him. 
AMY Mr. Rosey is the man you and Dad had that big fight about, isn't he Mom? 
CLAIR It wasn't really a fight, Amy.
AMY But why did Dad yell?
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6CLAIR He didn't.
AMY It sure sounded like yelling to me. Doesn't Dad like Mr. Rosey?
CLAIR Doctor Rosey.
AMY Doctor Rosev. Well, doesn't he?
CLAIR Doesn't he what?
AMY Like him?
CLAIR Who?
AMY Mom, why aren't you listening?
CLAIR I'm sorry Amy. Is the table all set?
AMY Mom, you already checked it  What’s so special about this dinner?
CLAIR Nothing's so special. I just want it to be a good dinner, and for Dr. Rosey to 
have a good time with all of us.
(GREG enters through fro n t door  
carrying a bottle of wine.)
AMY Even Dad?
CLAIR Especially your dad.
GREG Especially your dad what? (throws coat on back of couch )
AMY You’ll make sure Mr. Rosey, I mean Doctor Rosey has a good time. And 
guess what, Dad. He's bringing flowers for the table!
GREG (sarcastically) That’s a surprise?
CLAIR That's enough, you two.
GREG She’s right, Amy. It’s time we decided to accept your mother's friend. (X to 
dining table) Boy, die table looks nice. Did you do this, Amy?
AMY Yep. We're even using two forks!
GREG (sarcastically) Well, I guess Dr. Rosey is about the most important guest 
we’ve had in a long time.
CLAIR (irritated) Greg. How often have we had a friend of mine come to dinner?
C,
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7GREG (defensively) I don't mind him coming to dinner.
CLAIR Then why must you . .  .(nor wanting to upset A M Y ). . .  Amy, why don't 
you go work on your violin for a little while?
AMY (protesting) But Mom, it's almost time for him to come.
GREG Amy, do what your mom says. When you get your song down, come play it 
for me.
AMY {reluctantly) OK.
(AMY EXITS into her room. The
sound o f  v io lin  p r a c tic e  com es  
from her room.)
CLAIR Greg, I don't want to argue about this dinner now. He'll be here in a few 
minutes. I thought you thought it was a good idea.
GREG Look, Clair. I don’t mind your having your friends over here for dinner. I 
just don't understand why you want to take this class from him, in -what is it?
CLAIR Poetry. {Xfrom dining table to couch )
GREG Poetry. Look. Don't get defensive. Last night all I wanted was for you to 
tell me what you're going to do with poetry.
CLAIR I don't want to dfi anything with it. I just want the challenge of something 
new to think about
GREG And you want me to pay $120.00 so you can sit around and think, huh.?
CLAIR What do you want me to do here? The house is clean every day by ten 
o'clock. Amy's out the door by 8:00, and gone all day. (GREG gets up from  
chair and starts towards kitchen.) Look. You go out on the job every day . . .  
talk to new people. . .  think about new projects.. .
GREG Jesus. I don't believe this. You mean you’re goin' to sit there and tell me my 
job is fun? All this time I've been breaking my ass for you and Amy and you've 
been thinking it's fun?
CLAIR I don't mean to devalue what you do. I'm just trying to explain why I want 
to try something new. Why are you s o . . .  How can it possibly hurt you if I take 
a class in poetry?
GREG It's not going to hurt me. Go ahead. Take the goddamn class.
CLAIR Well it completely takes the fun out of it when you’re so defensive about it.
GREG Defensive? I am not defensive. It's just beyond me why you want to study a
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8useless subject like poetry from a . . .  from a man like that.
CLAIR Greg, for heaven's sake, how can you say poetry is useless? Some of the 
greatest. . .{seeing this tactic doesn't work) It's ironic that you, o f all people, 
should be so opposed to the idea.
GREG Why?
CLAIR I learned to love you for your poetry.
GREG Poetry? Clair, I never knew any p o . . .
CLAIR Oh, your lines were stolen, but still, I always thought of it as your poetry.
GREG I don't know what your talking about, Clair.
CLAIR Remember how we never had any money in school, so we always went to 
the aboretum or the zoo?
GREG Yeh, I guess I was kind of a cheap bastard.
CLAIR Remember that one day. . .  it was sunny and warm and we decided to take a 
picnic and sit on the grass by the water in the park. . .
GREG The arboretum?
CLAIR Right. The arboretum. Remember, I wore those pink pedal pushers, and a 
blouse, and even shoes that matched--and remember how my hair was long and it 
always fell in my eyes, so I had a barrette, a pink barette, that matched, and I 
was sitting on that blanket in the sunshine? A little girl ran over from the 
playground, across the road, and she blurted out, "I like you, 'cause you're . . ."
GREG "You're all pink." (watches Clair as he speaks)
CLAIR "You're all pink." Remember how that made us laugh? But then, after that 
day, sometimes you would look at me, I mean really look at me, and you'd say,"I 
love you, because you're all pink." And I would be. I was all. . new, and 
flushed, and wel l . . .pink. And I knew anyone who could make me feel like that 
was. . .well . . .that's what poetry is.
AMY (comes out bedroom door, holding violin) Now, do you want to hear my 
song?
GREG Sure. Uhh, Clair, do you need any help? (CLAIR shakes her head "no" and 
EXITS into kitchen.) Let's hear it. (AMY plays part o f a simple Suzuki violin 
number, imperfectly. GREG interrupts.) Good, Amy.
AMY Wait, Dad, there’s more.
(C L A IR  ca rr ie s  ou t dish  to the
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9dining table and listens.)
GREG OK, lets hear it. (AMY plays another part, making mistakes and beginning 
again; finally, GREG interrupts her.) Say, how about if I listen to you read for 
awhile?
AMY I thought you wanted to hear me play.
GREG Well, umm, reading's important too. (picks up book on coffee table ) Is 
this your book?
AMY Yes. Mom just got it for me. (sits beside Greg ) Do you want to hear about 
Bottom or Rosalind.?
GREG Bottom?
(CLAIR en ters  and pu ts serving
dish on dining room table, while 
listening to the exchange between husband and 
daughter.)
AMY Yah. He's the man the fairy turns into an ass.
GREG Amy, you know better than to use that language.
AMY But that's what the book says.
GREG Well. It may b e . . .
CLAIR Why don't you pick another story, Amy?
AMY OK. How about As You Like It? That's the one about Rosalind.
GREG Tell me about Rosalind.
AMY She's the girl who dressed up like a boy to get away from Envy.
GREG Envy? .
AMY Yah. Her and her cousin, Celia.
GREG She and her cousin.
AMY Yah. She, only she looked like he.
GREG But why did her cousin envy her?
AMY She didn't She liked her a lot.
GREG But you said.. .
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AMY Oh. Envy was the place where they lived. Celia's father was a real bad man, 
so they had to run away.
(CLAIR goes back into kitchen.)
GREG So after they ran away, then what happened?
AMY Well, Rosalind still had to stay dressed like a boy so Orlando would love her. 
GREG {yells into kitchen) Clair, what kind of books are you having this kid read? 
AMY But Dad, it's Shakespeare. Mom says all his stories are really good.
GREG Some boy loving another boy is a good story?
AMY Oh, he didn’t love Ganymede.
GREG Now who’s Ganymede?
(CLAIR ca rr ie s  an o th er dish  to 
dining table, and stands listening to 
AMY and GREG.)
AMY That's Rosalind when she looked like a boy. She just dressed up like 
Ganymede so she could tell Orlando how to love Rosalind.
GREG What do you mean, "how to love Rosalind?" (looks questioningly at Clair)
AMY Dad, maybe we should just try another story.
GREG Yah. Aren't there some in there where girls look like girls and boys look like 
boys and the daughters love their dads?
AMY Well, there’s Cordelia. She loved her dad.
GREG Good.
AMY But then her sisters made him go out and die in the woods. And he was stark 
naked too!
GREG Amy, I really don’t think you should be . . .
AMY (interrupting) When's Dr. Rosey going to get here?
GREG Maybe he'll look like Ganymede.
CLAIR (furious at Greg, but not wanting Amy to see them fig h t) Amy, please go 
put your violin away. He'll be here any minute.
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(AMY EXITS into her bedroom.)
CLAIR Marshall Rosey doesn't look any more like Ganymede than you do.
GREG What the hell is that supposed to mean? I'll show you what I think of you 
giving crap like that to our kid to read.
( G R E G  picks up Amy's book and 
a n g rily  tea rs  ou t the f i r s t  few  
pages.)
CLAIR (furious, but not wanting Amy to hear) Greg, how could you do a . . .
( doorbell rings. GREG q u i c k l y  
s tic k s  the p a g es  back into the 
book.)
CLAIR (threateningly) We will deal with this later.
GREG Well, here he is. (calling to AMY) Answer the door, Amy. (AMY ENTERS 
as GREG X to CLAIR and says softly .. .)  I just hope we don’t all catch ADDS.
AMY (starts towards door, then turns) What's AIDS, Dad?
(CLAIR picks up G reg's coat on 
back o f  chair and hands it to 
him.)
AMY What's ADDS, Dad? Is it something real ba...........
(doorbell rings again)
CLAIR Shhhhh. Just answer the door, Amy. Dad was only kidding.
( A M Y  X D L an d  o p en s  the  
f ro n td o o r .  MARSHALL ENTERS. He 
holds a large f lo w e r  arrangem ent 
o f  dah lias in one hand, and a 
s in g le  rose  in the o th er. He 
w ea rs  a p a le  b lu e  ra in  coat, 
and a matching scarf and beret.)
MARSHALL You must be Amy. (She nods, shyly.) This is for you. (hands her
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the rose.)
AMY Thank you.
MARSHALL Do you like flowers? (She nods "yes") So do I.
AMY (giggles) Oh, we know you like flowers.
(CLAIR an d  GREG look nervously at 
one a n o th er . T hey b eg in  to 
sp ea k  s im u lta n e o u s ly . . . AMY
sm ells  the ro se , and is deligh ted  
with her gift.)
CLAIR Your arrangement i s . . .
GREG May I . . .
CLAIR We're so glad you could. . .
GREG Well come on in and sit . . .  Could I take your coat? (an embarrassed pause)
AMY (smelling the rose and disagreeing with what she has heard her father say) 
And I think its nice that you grow roses.
MARSHALL Well good, Amy. Clair, could I give this to you? I need to go back to 
my car for some wine.
AMY You must really like to come to dinner. You bring so many things.
MARSHALL I do, Amy. Especially I like coming here. I don't know very many
people with children.
(AMY sm iles a t M A R S H A L L  a n d
E X I T S ,  c a r r y in g  ro se , in to
kitchen. CLAIR takes bouquet.)
CLAIR Oh, this is beautiful, (referring to the dahlias in the flower arrangement) 
These must be your Pompoms.
MARSHALL Aren't the colors gorgeous?
CLAIR They really are.
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MARSHALL (to GREG) And you must be Greg. (extends hand to GREG) I'm 
Marshall Rosey.
GREG Nice to have you here.
( A M Y  e n te r s  fro m  k itc h e n ,  
carrying her rose in a bud vase.)
CLAIR I love the lavender ones.
MARSHALL They're my favorites too. When I dig up my tubers this fall, I'd be 
glad to give you some.
CLAIR Oh, I'd love that
MARSHALL I'll just run out and get the wine. (MARSHALL EXITS.)
GREG (to CLAIR) Take care of those Pompoms!
AMY (challenging) Dad. He's really nice.
CLAIR (at dining room table) Oh, Amy, look at the table. Isn't his arrangement 
beautiful?
GREG Just beautiful.
(M A R S H A L L  en ters through fro n t  
d o o r , c a r r y in g  tw o  b o tt le s  o f  
wine.)
MARSHALL There. Now you can take my coat, Greg. Would you take these to 
your mother, Amy?
( M A R S H A L L  hands the wine to 
A M Y , takes o ff  coa t, scarf, and  
h at and hands them to G R E G .  
AMY carries the sack containing wine to Clair. 
CLAIR pulls bottle o f  wine out and reads the 
label.)
GREG You can put these in your room.
(A M Y  e x its  in to  her b ed ro o m , 
carrying coat etc.)
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GREG Would you like a drink?
MARSHALL Oh, a little wine would be lovely.
GREG Please, (motioning to couch) Have a seat. (MARSHALL sits on couch.) 
Excuse me.
(GREG takes wine and grocery sack into 
kitchen. AMY enters from her bedroom, 
carrying a deck of cards.)
AMY Do you like to play cards, Dr. Rosey?
MARSHALL Sure, Amy. What do you like to play?
AMY Speed.
MARSHALL Speed? I don't know that game.
AMY How about poker?
MARSHALL Sure.
AMY Five card draw?
MARSHALL OK. You deal. (AMY begins to shuffle and deal.) You must play a lot 
of cards, Amy.
AMY Whenever I can. (looking at her hand) It's hard to get anybody around here to 
play with me.
MARSHALL Why’s that?
AMY I always win.
MARSHALL I'll take three cards. .
AMY I'll take two. (looks at hand) What have you got?
MARSHALL Apairof9's.
AMY (lays down her hand) A full house. I win.
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(GREG enters, carrying two glasses  
of wine.)
GREG I poured some of the wine you brought.
DR. ROSE Well it's a modest little vintage, but I thought you'd be amused by its 
presumption.
(GREG looks confused.)
CLAIR Chateau Neuf de Pape.. .Dare we have French wine with beef Wellington?
MARSHALL We may have another Waterloo on our hands.
CLAIR Perhaps I should have bought Napoleons for dessert.
CLAIR and MARSHALL look at one another, 
enjoying the wit o f their verbal exchange. 
GREG is annoyed. CLAER laughs softly and 
EXITS into kitchen.
AMY It's your deal.
MARSHALL Oh, sorry, (begins to deal)
AMY Do you want to put a little money on this?
GREG Now, Amy, you're not to rob our guest.
MARSHALL No, please. It’s all right. A few pennies can’t hurt.
AMY How about a nickel ante and ten cents a raise?
MARSHALL I'm afraid I don't have any change.
AMY (jumping up from floor) I'll get my piggy bank.
GREG Amy, you shouldn't. . .
MARSHALL Don't worry, I can handle her. (AMY exits into her room.)) I used to 
play a lot of cards with my daughter.
GREG (very surprised-blurts out) You have a dau (starts again, trying to sound 
simply conversational) Oh, so you have a daughter, too.
r '
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MARSHALL Yes, she's with her mother in San Francisco.
GREG San Francisco. That's quite a place. I was there when Harvey Milk was 
shot. San Francisco's quite a place.
(A MY  e n te rs  fro m  her room , 
carry in g  a p ig g y  bank fu l l  o f  
change.)
AMY What's quite a place?
GREG San Francisco.
MARSHALL That piggy banks sounds pretty full.
GREG Why don’t you tell him how you got all that money, Amy?
AMY Playing poker. (picking up her cards) I thought you said lots of weird people 
lived there, Dad. Isn't that where that man was who thought you were an "M"?
GREG That's right, Amy.
MARSHALL (picking up his cards) What’s an "M"?
GREG (laughing) I never did figure that out.
AMY 111 take two. (MARSHALL deals her two cards.)
GREG We were there on vacation. I left Clair and Amy at a restaurant and went to 
park the car, right on Market Street, and I was walking back when this weird 
guy-he was wearing a suit and was barefoot-anyway, he comes up to me and 
says, "At last I've found you. I've looked everywhere for an "M'.
MARSHALL 111 take one. (gives himself one card)
GREG I was sure he was crazy. He was pretty old, so I just outran him-lost him in 
the crowd on the sidewalk, and then I found Clair in the restaurant. Anyway, I 
was sitting there telling her and Amy about it, when the same guy comes through 
the door. He points at me and yells, "There he is--he's an "M".
AMY Yes, and then the waitress told him she would pour hot coffee on him if he 
didn't get out of her restaurant. I’ll bet ten cents.
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MARSHALL I'll raise you ten. (puts in twenty cents)
AMY I'll stay, (puts in a dime) What have you got?
MARSHALL Sorry Amy. I've got two pair.
AMY I've got four aces, (picks up the money) And then the police came and jerked 
him around and took him away. I felt sorry for the man. I didn't see how it could 
hurt anything to call somebody an "M". (shuffles cards)
MARSHALL Say, Amy, how do you play that speed game you talked about?
AMY Oh, here, I'll show you. (deals for "Speed")
MARSHALL Yes, there are lots of crazies down there. The normal ones just kind of 
expect it
GREG How do you mean?
AMY Now you pick up your hand and play it like Solitaire in the middle. You take a 
new card from your pile as you get rid of one from your hand. When all your 
cards are gone, you yell "Speed."
MARSHALL (nods to Amy and picks up his hand) I remember one time I was 
invited to a 50's party there. I decided to go in drag, (looks at Greg, then plays a 
card) I can play this here can't I, Amy?
AMY Right.
GREG So you decided to go in drag.
AMY What's drag?
GREG That's when a guy dresses like a girl.
AMY (to Greg) Like Rosalind, only backwards. Or, like when you dressed up as 
the tundra fairy?
GREG Well, sort of, Amy. Only that was for Halloween. That's a little different.
MARSHALL Well, not really. (GREG looks at MARSHALL intending to argue 
and then changes his mind.) Anyway, for my costume I needed one of those little 
white collars to go under a sweater. Like the ones that used to be so popular in the 
50's. Then I remembered what they were called and I phoned the women's
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department at Gumps and asked the sales lady if she had a dickey. Do you know 
what she did? She said, "Oh, for Heaven's sake," and hung up! (GREG laughs a 
little nervously.)
AMY (plays her last card, andyells) Speed!
MARSHALL Well damn it. (embarrassed) My goodness, Amy, you are good at 
cards.
GREG Could I get you some more wine?
MARSHALL No thanks. I think I need a clear head to beat this little card shark.
GREG I think I'll have another. (GREG EXITS into kitchen .)
AMY (picking up bud vase) This rose is so beautiful.
MARSHALL Do you know it's name? (Amy shakes her head "no" while smelling 
the rose.) It's called "Peace."
AMY I think my mom grew this rose too. At least it was pink and yellow like this 
one.
MARSHALL Yes. It must have been. I think it must be called "Peace" because 
usually people think pink and yellow don't go together. They say "they fight."
AMY She knows the names of her flowers too. She lets me work in her greenhouse 
sometimes.
(CLAIR ENTERS and sees  AMY  
holding the vase.)
CLAIR Why don't you put the rose in your room, Amy? It's cooler in there and 
dark. In there it will stay a bud. That way it will last longer.
AMY (jumping up) OK! (AMY EXITS into her room.)
MARSHALL What happened when you told him?
CLAIR Marshall, I just couldn’t do it. I started to a dozen times and I just couldn't.
MARSHALL We could tell him together, tonight, if you're afraid.
CLAIR Let's just see how the evening goes, (starts towards the kitchen)
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MARSHALL Need any help?
CLAIR No thanks. Just keep Amy happy. That's a big help. (She crosses up to the 
kitchen door, looks inside kitchen, then turns, and whispers.) I'm glad you're 
here.
MARSHALL So am I.
(AMY ENTERS from her bedroom.)
AMY I put it on the shelf right by my bed. It smells better than my favorite flowers.
MARSHALL What kind of flowers are your favorites, Amy?
AMY (embarrassed that she has sounded ungrateful for the rose) Oh, I like the rose a 
lot.
MARSHALL But what kind do you like the most?
AMY They don't even smell.
MARSHALL Amy, don't ever be ashamed to have favorites that are different from 
other people's.
AMY (trying to remember their name) Well, they're bright yellow and they look like 
trumpets.
MARSHALL Oh, there's a wonderful poem about them. Mr. Wordsworth saw a 
thousand of them-he called it a "host." Do you know what he said happens 
whenever he remembers seeing them?
AMY No, what?
DR. ROSE He said, "And then my heart with pleasure fills / And dances with the 
daffodils."
AMY Daffodils! Yes, that's right. (AMY looks around to see if anyone is listening.) 
Do you want to know a secret about our daffodils?
MARSHALL Sure Amy. I'd love to know your secret
AMY They tell me if I'm going to be lucky.
MARSHALL How do they do that?
r  ' ‘
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AMY Promise you won't laugh? My birthday is March 21, the first day of Spring. 
So every year, on my birthday, even before I get dressed, I tiptoe outside to see if 
the daffodils have come up yet. (quiet and sad for a second) There was one year 
when they weren't up, and that was the year my grandma died. Every other year 
though, they've always there-at least a few of them, and it's been a good year.
(GREG enters living room carrying  
his wine glass.)
GREG Well, Amy, you certainly seem to be keeping our guest entertained. 
MARSHALL That she is.
AMY Dr. Rosey knows a poem about daffodils.
GREG Well, he must know a poem about just about everything, (to Amy) How 
about helping your mom out with the salad?
AMY Sure, Dad. (AMY EXITS into kitchen.)
MARSHALL You have a charming daughter.
GREG Thank you. She's a good kid, all right. Excuse me, Clair has some 
hors'doeuvres for me to carry out.
(GREG EXITS as AMY ENTERS from  
kitchen. She pu ts the sa la d  bow l 
on th e d in in g  room  ta b le .  
M A R S H A L L  p ic k s  up book on 
coffee table.)
MARSHALL Well, I see someone here likes Shakespeare. Is this your book, Amy?
AMY Yes, it is. Do you like Shakespeare too? (sits on left end of couch)
MARSHALL Oh, my yes. I teach poetry.. .
(GREG en ters from  the kitchen  
w ith  hors d 'oeuvres. He stands  
by door, listening.)
AMY Oh, I know you teach poetry. My mom wants . . .
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GREG (interrupting) Umm, are you sure you don't want another drink?
MARSHALL No thanks.
( G R E G  sits in chair to Rt. o f couch, 
drinking a glass o f  wine.)
GREG Amy, you know, I'll bet your mom could use some help, (to kitchen) Clair, 
don’t you need Amy in there?
CLAIR (from kitchen) Not really dear. Dinner will be ready in just a few minutes.
AMY (picking up book) I'll show you my favorite story.
GREG Amy, you should let our guest relax a little.
AMY (hurt) I'm sorry, Dad.
MARSHALL No, please. I'd like to hear what you like in the story, Amy. 
Sometimes my students at school think Shakespeare is hard to understand. They 
would never believe a . . .how old are you?
AMY Ten.
MARSHALL A ten year old would read Shakespeare. Which story is it you like so 
much?
AMY As You Like It. (GREG chokes on his wine, gets up from chair, and EXITS 
to kitchen. AMY and MARSHALL watch him g o . ) My dad doesn't like the 
story very much.
MARSHALL Why not?
( C L A I R  s ta n d s  q u ie t l y  a t  
kitchen door listening nervously.)
AMY Well, my dad thinks girls should be like girls, and boys should . . . (She 
suddenly notices the pages which have been ripped out in the front o f her book.) 
Hey! What happened to my book?
CLAIR (interrupting)'Well, dinner should be done any minute. Amy, why don’t you 
run in and wash your hands?
AMY (confused) You never make me wash my hands, Mom. (more insistent) What
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happened to my book?
CLAIR Your dad lost his temper. He didn't mean to hurt you, Amy.
AMY (very hurt, but trying to make excuses fo r her father) He couldn't keep it 
straight who was Ganymede. Maybe that's why he . . .
MARSHALL (feeling he should let CLAIR deal with AMY alone fo r  a minute) 
Where's the rest room? I think I'll just wash up a little.
CLAIR (motioning DR) Just down the hall on the right.
(MARSHALL EXITS into hall.)
AMY People shouldn't tear up books and people shouldn't yell at people's mothers.
CLAIR (sighs) No they shouldn't, Amy.
AMY (pause) Mom, what’s a "dicky"?
CLAIR (into the kitchen) Greg, come out here.
(GREG enters from kitchen.)
CLAIR What's going on around here?
GREG What do you mean?
CLAIR Well, what have you been talking about out here?
AMY (dealing cards and looking at them) Oh, dressing up in drag, and about the 
weirid people in San Francisco.
CLAIR (warning) Greg, can't you . . .
AMY Dr. Rosey is really good at flowers and poems, but he’s not very good at 
cards, (looking straight at GREG with anger) He wouldn’t tear up books I'll bet.
(M ARSH ALL enters from  hall door. 
GREG lo o k s  e m b a r r a s se d , bu t 
doesn 't w an t to dea l w ith  this in 
front o f  MARSHALL.)
AMY (AMY picks up rose.) Did you ever give him a Peace, Mom?
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CLAIR What? Greg, this i s . . .
MARSHALL A Peace rose, Clair, {to Amy) No, she didn't, Amy, but this spring 
I'm going to trade her some dahlias for some of her bulbs. Maybe I could have 
some of your special daffodil bulbs?
AMY Sure you could.
CLAIR Of course, Marshall. Greg, could I have a drink?
MARSHALL I think you need a martini. The makings are in that sack I carried in.
GREG That's gin with vermouth, right? How about you, Marshall? Would you like 
one?
MARSHALL Are we through with the card game, Amy?
AMY We could play one hand, double or nothing, for all your losses.
MARSHALL No thanks, Amy, I think I'm better at potables than I am at poker. 
CLAIR The olives are in the refrigerator.
GREG Green or black?
CLAIR Green. You put them in the martinis.
GREG Amy, you can help carry.
(GREG and AMY EXIT into kitchen . CLAIR 
leans back in chair with eyes closed and hand on 
head as though she has a headache.)
MARSHALL The dinner smells wonderful, Clair, {taking a cracker from tray on 
coffee table) and these little hors d'oeuvres are just divine.
CLAIR {not moving) Thank you Marshall.
MARSHALL You seem a little done in. Anything I can do to help?
CLAIR Oh no, just hang in there and try to get through the evening.
MARSHALL Get through? But Clair, I'm having a wonderful time.
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CLAIR (iuncovers her eyes) You are?
MARSHALL Of course I am. I'm getting skunked in cards, but that's OK. That 
Amy is quite a kid. Want an hors d’oeuvre?
CLAIR Sure. So help me, God, I'm going to tell him tomorrow, Marshall, (pause) 
Did you see the look on her face? How could he do that to her book?
(M A R S H A L L  p asses the tray to 
Clair. She eats a cracker.)
MARSHALL He's really tense, Clair.
CLAIR How's he going to feel tomorrow?
MARSHALL After you've told him?
(GREG ENTERS with one martini, and an open 
bottle of beer. AMY ENTERS with one martini, 
and one glass containing six olives. AMY gives 
the martini to Marshall, and GREG hands the 
other martini to Clair.)
AMY Did he tell you about the daffodil poem, Mom? The one where the guy dances 
with them?
CLAIR No, but I know that one. I used to love that when I was a little girl.
AMY It must be a really old poem.
CLAIR Would you like a cracker, Greg?
GREG Yes, thanks.
(C L A I R  passes tray to M A R S H A L L  
who passes it to GREG.)
AMY Are you going to teach that one in your class, Dr. Rosey?
MARSHALL No, Amy. This semester I'll teach modem poetry.
AMY Then tell us one of your modem poems.
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CLAIR Oh, yes, Marshall, please do.
(MARSHALL looks at GREG.)
GREG Well come on. At least Amy can't make this cost you money 
MARSHALL Let's see. (to Amy) I know one you'll like.
AMY Good. How does it go?
MARSHALL (with deep feeling) "So much depends / upon / a red wheel / barrow / 
glazed with rain / water / beside the white / chickens."
( G R E G  sits with half a cracker in 
m outh  lo o k in g  a t  C L A I R ,  
disbelieving. CLAER looks at Greg and shrugs 
in non-comprehension o f the poem. Each is 
silent. CLAIR takes a gulp o f martini, then, 
GREG gulps his beer during the following 
dialogue.)
AMY How old was that kid when he wrote that?
MARSHALL Well, he wasn't a kid, Amy. In fact he was a grown up who took care 
of kids. A pediatrician.
AMY But what does it mean?
MARSHALL Well it isn't a poem about ideas. Its a poem about things. About the 
wheelbarrow and the chickens. You should see them in your mind's eye, and 
then you'll understand the poem. The images have their own special meaning.
AMY (looks at her parents who look equally confused.. She tries to befriend him, 
kneeling across the table from him.) Are you sure you wouldn't rather play cards?
MARSHALL (laughs) I'm sure.
( From the kitchen, we hear the 
sound of a timer ringing.)
CLAIR Oh, good. It's time to eat.
(CLAIR EXITS to kitchen, then ENTERS,
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carrying beef Wellington. ALL X to the table 
and are seated.)
CLAIR Marshall, you sit there, (motioning to chair on her left.)
MARSHALL This looks wonderful, Clair.
AMY We've never had meat all wrapped up in dough before.
MARSHALL Your brioche looks perfect.
AMY I hope we don't all catch AIDS.
(CLAIR, GREG, and  M A R S H A L L  
im m e d ia te ly  f r e e z e  in p o s i t io n  
and look shocked.)
GREG Amy, go to your room.
AMY (looking totally surprised) But Dad, you said . . .
CLAIR Greg, it's your fault. That child doesn't even know . . .
GREG (getting out o f his chair and taking Amy by the arm) I said to go to your. . .
CLAIR Let go of her, Greg.
GREG Don't you tell me . . .
CLAIR (yelling) I said. "Let go of her, now!"
AMY (crying) Dad, please. Why are you . . .
(GREG lets go o f  AMY'S arm.)
CLAIR You're the one who made the wisecrack about AIDs. She doesn't even 
know what AIDs is.
GREG (to MARSHALL) Why don't you go take a walk? This is a private. . .
CLAIR Marshall is not going anywhere, Greg. You're the one who needs the walk.
MARSHALL I seem to have come in o n . . .
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CLAIR Yes Marshall, you did, and I apologize for Greg’s inexcusable behavior. 
Just when you came to the door, he made a remark which Amy didn't understand. 
(to AMY) None of this is your fault
AMY What is AIDS, Mom?
(CLAIR looks em barrassed and says 
nothing.)
GREG It's nothing for you to . . .
MARSHALL AIDS is a disease, Amy.
AMY (looking first at GREG and then at CLAIR) It must be a very bad disease. 
MARSHALL It is, Amy. People don't recover from it.
AMY You mean they die? (pause, then looking at MARSHALL with deep concern) 
And do you have it?
MARSHALL No, Amy. I don't, (looking straight at GREG) And I never will.
Your father seems to think it's caused by poetry. Poetry has never made anyone
sick.
(AMY looks a t her dad and then 
a t her m other. C L A I R  looks at 
M A R SH A L L  who nods to her and 
she nods in agreement.)
MARSHALL Amy, let's you and I take a walk. Your mother needs to talk to your 
father.
(AMY a n d  MARSHALL get up from  
table. AMY EXITS into her room.)
GREG There's no need t o . . .  ( t o  Marshall) I owe you an apology.
MARSHALL Forget it
( A M Y  E N T E R S  from  her room  
carryin g  M arsh all's  co a t and her 
own. They EXIT out the fro n t
door, p u ttin g  on th eir  coa ts as 
they leave.)
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GREG Clair, I . . .
CLAIR Sit down, Greg.
GREG I don't want to s i t . . .
CLAIR I said, "Sit down." (GREG remains standing.) The blood bank called you 
on Monday.
GREG The blood bank?
CLAIR You gave blood last month, remember?
GREG Yah. For Norm.
CLAIR Norm? Tell me about Norm.
GREG He’s a friend . . .  at work. He . . .  (looks guiltily at CLAIR and then sits) 
He was having surgery and he needed. . .
CLAIR They couldn’t use your blood. Your antibody test was positive.
GREG My antibody . . .
CLAIR They screen everyone now. You flunked.
(long pause)
GREG But I'm not sick. I feel just . . .
CLAIR Having the antibody doesn't mean you're sick.
GREG Do you . . . ?
CLAIR I checked out fine. So did Amy.
GREG (long pause.. . looking towards door where Marshall and Amy have gone) 
Does he know?
CLAIR Yes, he does. I think that's why he didn't slug you, like you deserved. 
GREG (pause.. .  then, fearfully.. .)  So, what's this going to mean?
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CLAIR For you and me? I'm not sure . . .  But I do know it means I'm going to be 
studying a lot of poetry. (EXITS out the front door)
(GREG stands and sta rts  tow ards  
the door. He goes back to the 
couch and p icks  up Amy's book. 
The torn pages fa ll out. He picks  
them up, tucks them inside the  
book, and c lu tch es the book to 
himself in tears.)
CURTAIN
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COCAIGNE: A ONE ACT COMEDY
CHARACTERS
WINSTON AGED 45, TALL, BLONDE, ATHLETIC. HE SPEAKS
WELL IN STANDARD AMERICAN ENGLISH. HE HAS 
BEAUTIFUL POSTURE AND HE MOVES ASSERTIVELY.
HAROLD AGED 25, MEDIUM HEIGHT, DARK, SLIGHT FRAME.
SPEAKS WELL, BUT WITH A VOICE PITCHED HIGHER 
THAN WINSTON'S. SLIGHT JEWISH DIALECT
MURIEL AGED 23, MEDIUM HEIGHT, DARK, SHAPELY, VERY
PRETTY. SLIGHT JEWISH DIALECT
SARAH MURIEL'S MOTHER. A WELL-DRESSED, JEWISH NEW
YORKER
DANIEL MURIEL'S FATHER. A WELL-DRESSED, JEWISH, NEW
YORK BUSINESSMAN
ROSE AGE 40, FAIRLY TALL, BUT NOT AS TALL AS
WINSTON. SHE IS VERY OBESE.
BRUCE AGE 40, DIRTY LONG BLONDE HAIR, HIPPIE WITH A
BEAUTIFUL SPEAKING VOICE.
ELAINE AGE 38, LONG STRINGY HAIR, HIPPIE.
(In the dark, w e hear the singing  
of a hymn.)
0  For Cocaigne We Raise Our Song 
( To the tune of "O For a Thousand Tongues to Sing")
Sing praise to our utopia 
Our chosen land, Cocaigne. 
We suffer no diplopia,
Where only truth can reign.
We live as one, in true accord. 
We all our riches share.
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Our ruler is our God and Lord.
And sin has lost its snare.
With grateful hearts we sing our joy.
We celebrate Cocaigne.
Our loosened tongues we now employ.
Perfection we proclaim.
(ELAINE is accompanying them on a guitar. 
The grand drape opens after the second verse. 
We see ROSE enter UL acting embarrassed to 
be late. She crosses down center, looks directly 
at the audience and seems to be about to speak. 
She looks at the group, looks back at audience, 
shakes her head, shrugs, and then takes her seat 
in the semi-circle o f chairs. During the guitar 
playing,which follow s the third verse, very 
gradually, one light comes up from behind 
WINSTON's head, backlighting his blond hair, 
creating a halo. He stands UC facing DANIEL, 
MURIEL, BRUCE, ROSE, AND ELAINE, 
who are seated in a semi-circle on simple 
benches with their backs to the audience. The 
room is simple, o f rough hewn logs with a 
wood stove UL. A banner reading "Cocaigne: 
Land o f Liberty, Equality and Fraternity" hangs 
at the back o f  the room. Across the back o f the 
room, a waist high railing extends from either 
side o f  the podium where WINSTON stands. 
There is a door UR which is closed. During the 
last phrase o f  guitar music, ROSE turns to the 
audience and begins to speak sarcastically.)
ROSE What did you think o f that? Wouldn't John Wesley just shit? We borrowed 
our anthem from the Methodists. Every utopia needs one—an anthem that i s . . .  
not a Methodist.
(W INSTO N  begins his speech with  
a r m s  o u t - s t r e t c h e d  o v e r  his  
head.  The l i gh t i ng  g r a d u a l l y  
brightens. )
WINSTON And so, brothers and sisters o f Cocaigne, we can all take pride in the 
progress our community has made. We have made great strides in our 
technology, in our agriculture, and in our school. The principles to which we 
have been committed have proven themselves of value. Alaska's bounty is our 
bounty. We are about to receive God's reward for those who sow wisely.
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ROSE (in the back row of seats. She grumbles, under her breath.) Christ, do we 
have to hear so much about it? Why don't we just go out and harvest the 
God-damned stuff.
WINSTON Did you have a comment, Sister Rose?
ROSE No, brother, Winston. But now that you mention it, does this mean we're 
going to get somethin' better to eat than rice and powdered milk after the harvest? 
Could we maybe sell some of the barley for a little beef? A nice beef roast, with 
maybe mashed potatoes and gravy, would do a lot for the spirit around here.
WINSTON I feel the spirit of rebellion in your questioning, Sister Rose. When the 
time comes to share our bounty, we'll have a communal conference to determine 
how it shall be spent. That is the way of Cocaigne. Remember our cornerstones: 
equality, liberty, fraternity. Even our tastes in food must be democratically 
determined. Personally, I prefer pork, but that will all be decided in due time.
ROSE Actually, I think we ought to eat that damn goat that keeps crapping on the 
floor. Why we don't. . .
ELAINE (shocked) But the children's milk. (trying to pacify Rose and anyone else 
who might agree) If the energies lead you that way, maybe we should go with the 
flow, but wouldn't it be a drag trying to teach kids who had no milk? Like, they 
might just want to drop out, with no calcium to keep them going.
ROSE Let the little bastards drink the powdered stuff just like the rest of us.
BRUCE Nobody's gonna hurt Plato, Elaine. That goat is like a mascot for Cocaigne.
ROSE (to audience) Some of us even suspect Bruce and that goat are brothers. Same 
hair. Same smell.
WINSTON A little bacon would be nice, (raising his arms again as though to begin a 
formal prayer) Now, brothers and sisters, let us resume our. . .
(The door UR opens. A shaft of light spills into 
the room. The sounds o f  goat bells and the 
bleating of a goat are heard from behind the back 
railing. WINSTON claps his hands together 
and starts toward the door as though he is 
expelling a goat from the meeting room.)
WINSTON No, Plato. Outside girl.
(WINSTON walks to the door and slams it as 
though the goat has exited. As he returns to the 
podium, he appears to have stepped in manure. 
He removes his shoe and looks at it with
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disgust.)
WINSTON A little roast goat—"cabrito" they call it down in M exico- might be nice, 
but I still prefer pork.
ROSE (to Bruce) Why the hell did you name that goat "Plato" anyway? She's a girl.
BRUCE She's supposed to be our mascot, and Plato was the founder of the idea of a 
utopia, a perfect place to live, like Cocaigne.
ROSE Plato was a male. That goat's got the wrong equipment for being a male. 
Even a Greek male, (to the audience) He calls Cocaigne "perfect!" This frozen 
hole in the ground where guys like him can't even figure out the sex of an animal 
before they name them. Where bison can ruin a whole year's work.. .Bison ! . .
. Before I came here, I thought they died out with Pocahontas.
MURIEL (in a low voice, threateningly to Harold) Harold, my father will die if he 
hears this. Nathan, his Nathan, his only grandson, here. Here, on a Barley farm 
in the middle of permafrosted tundra, with a hippie for a teacher, his Steif stuffed 
animals shipped off to a charity, a Catholic charity, mind you. No hot water, no 
toilet, no laundry, his DePinna's pajamas full of mildew. And now they want to 
feed him pork.
HAROLD So how's he gonna know?
MURIEL Trust me, Harold, he'll know.
HAROLD Your father thinks we’re in Miami.
MURIEL Bacon is worse.
ROSE Brother Winston, what's the problem? Your notice about this meeting said 
you had a special problem to discuss with us tonight.
WINSTON (nervously raising arms, then, thinking better o f it, lowering them and 
addressing the group in a conversational tone) I have received a word of wisdom 
that Cocaigne must return to a policy of celibacy for the duration of harvest.
(A LL mur mur  in s u r p r i s e .  
HAROLD stares at MURIEL. BRUCE 
stares at ELAINE.)
ROSE (angry and hurt) No problem. (She EXITS UR.)
BRUCE Were you in bed at the time?
(WINSTON looks hurt, and struggles 
to maintain his composure.)
r
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MURIEL God is getting even with me. I should have listened to my mother. Don't 
marry that artist, that poet, that dreamer she said. A good steady boy, a nice 
family man, that's what she said.
HAROLD & MURIEL A rich doctor in a Brooks Brothers su it- that's what she 
meant
MURIEL (nodding in agreement with Harold) . .  But no . . .  What do I do? I marry 
a man whose demonstrable talent lies in bed and he makes me live in some crazy 
place where even that they take away from me. This is my tsouris, Harold. I 
should have listened to my mother.
WINSTON In the true spirit of the group, I think we should get on with the harvest 
plans. Carnal matters can keep. It's our success with the Barley we should focus 
on. (EXITS looking exasperated)
BRUCE He'd rather focus than f . . .
ELAINE (to Bruce ) Sometimes you've gotta go with the flow. He needs our 
support. I'm getting real vibes o f insecurity. How can he lead us if we don't 
stand behind him?
BRUCE Under him, you mean. That's where he wants you. Under him.
ELAINE We're not connecting.
BRUCE (furious) You damned well better not be "connecting."
ELAINE No. Not Winston. You and I. You're not tuning in.
BRUCE What do you mean, I'm not tuning in? You talk about "connecting" with that 
Nazi egomaniac and you think I'm not listening?
ELAINE He’s not an egomaniac. And he’s not a Nazi. This place is a regular ethnic 
potpourri. How can you accuse Winston of being a Nazi when he's the one who 
brought us all together? Jews, Italians, Natives, Blacks.
BRUCE Natives? Blacks? They've all left the place.
ELAINE But he was using them in the program. You and I are the only WASPs left, 
and he's not even using us.
BRUCE He'd use you, if he got the chance.
ELAINE Yah, well, he's not gettin' the chance. That's what I meant when I said, 
"we’re not connecting." If you were really open to me, Bruce, you'd know I'm 
all done with anybody "using" me. I'm makin' my own choices from now on.
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BRUCE (sarcastically) "Using." That's a good term for his "eugenics" program. 
What it is is a big ego trip for the director.
ELAINE If it worked at Oneida, it ought to be able to fly here too. "Monogamy can 
be destructive to the group spirit." That's what they said.
BRUCE I thought the idea of 'group spirit' was love. Seems to me his idea is making 
little Winstons. That, and callin' it off for everybody else whenever he feels like 
it.
ELAINE You're bein' a drag, Bruce.
(ELAINE EX ITS.  B R U C E  EXITS  
fo llow in g  her out,  ju s t  as R O S E  
ENTERS.)
ROSE (carrying a telegram) Can you believe this? A telegram! I didn't know 
Western Union even knew we existed, (looks at envelope) There must be a real 
world out there, after all. It's for you, Muriel.
MURIEL Forme? A telegram? Oh God. I knew he'd get even (sees that ROSE and 
HAROLD wonder who she means)-God, I mean, (takes the telegram from Rose 
and hands it to H arold). Harold, you got me into this. Let me know my 
punishment.
HAROLD What do you mean, I got you into this? I don't know anything about any 
telegram.
MURIEL No. You got me into Cocaigne. For you, I traded Lord and Taylor for 
Sears and Roebuck.
HAROLD Muriel. Have you forgotten about the midnight sun? When we first came 
here you never went to bed all night long you loved it so much. And what about 
the Northern Lights? Have you forgotten about them?
( H A R O L D  opens the te legram  and  
reads it to himself.)
MURIEL No, I haven't forgotten about your Northern Lights. I'd just like to look at 
them out the window of The Rainbow Room over a chilled glass o f Dom 
Perignon, instead of out the zipper of some tent with the glass aM  my ass chilled.
HAROLD (with no surprise) It's from your mother.
MURIEL My mother. Who else would it be? My mother! But, she doesn't know 
I'm.. .  (looking at telegram) Oh my God. She knows. I should have known she 
knows.
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ROSE (to audience) I don't know why she should be surprised. Those of you who 
are Jewish—you think the world is run by one God. None o f this Christian trinity 
stuff, right? Wrong. Let me tell you. He's got a partner sittin' up there on his 
right side. It's Muriel's mother. I know from the way Muriel talks about her. 
The woman has telepathy. And she uses it. Even this place isn't far enough away 
from Sarah Rosenstein.
( H A R O L D  s t a nd s  r e ad i ng  the  
telegram , looking horrified.)
MURIEL So, go ahead. Give it to me--the worst Out with it.
(MURIEL looks a t HAROLD who ju st 
shakes fus head.)
MURIEL She's dead. She found out their only grandson was out here, his little 
tuchus frozen to an outhouse seat, and now his grandmother's dead.
HAROLD Worse than that
MURIEL Worse than dead?
(HAROLD nods.)
MURIEL They’re both dead?
HAROLD Worse than that
MURIEL It's that bad?
HAROLD They're coming here.
MURIEL They're coming here?
HAROLD Listen to this, (reading telegram) Muriel, darling, this is your mother 
speaking. Stop. So what's wrong with Miami? Stop. When the children don’t 
visit the mother, the mother should go to the children. Stop. Why else would 
God give us grandchildren? Stop? Will arrive on the 15th. Stop. We'll bring 
your fur. Stop.
MURIEL My fur? They're bringing my fur?
HAROLD The 15th. The 15th? Isn't that today? This is dated the 9th.
MURIEL The 9th? It took them six days to find us?
HAROLD Three days to make the world. Six days for your mother to destroy it. So
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who's surprised?
(MURIEL crosses to Harold and looks at the 
telegram during Rose's speech to the audience.)
ROSE (to audience) Do you hear that? Twenty four years old, a kid of her own, and 
still her mother rules her world. . . Now, me. I never let my mother rule 
anything. I left home when I was sixteen. Ran away with Tony so I could show 
her how independent I was. Got married. Had a couple of kids, Tony's kids. 
Found my own friends.. well they were mostly Tony's friends, got a nice little 
house . . .  his mother's house, and took up bowling. That's what Tony liked to 
do. Bowl. By the time I was her age, Tony and I was the best couple in our 
league. Of course, he was the one with the high scores, but everybody loved how 
I made pizza so they'd come over to our house after we was done at the lanes and 
have a few beers and some pepperoni or maybe some anchovies.
MURIEL (suddenly breaking away from Harold) My God. They'll want to see his 
school. They think he's in Montessori. They think I'm a mother. A real mother. 
One who cooks blintzes and reads Winnie the Pooh. What are they gonna say 
when they find out my son is learning Dylan Thomas poetry and snacking on 
brown rice and herbal tea?
HAROLD Muriel. It's a very good school. Three years old and he's reading. Where 
else would he be reading that young?
MURIEL But the goat shit They'll never understand the goat shit.
HAROLD A "hands on" approach is the best way to learn biology.
MURIEL Your telling me you're happy about your son having his hands on goat 
shit?
HAROLD (exasperated) Muriel. You used to believe in all this. What the hell's 
wrong with you?
MURIEL Goat shit. That's what's wrong with me. That and the lousy food, cold 
water and no privacy. And meditations that mean nothin' to me, or to anybody 
else. Nothin' but a bunch of people sayin' ummm, ummmmmn, pretendin' the 
"cosmic all" has got 'em, when everybody knows damn well the only thing that's 
got 'em is pot. Pot and occasionally Winston, if  he can get it up.
HAROLD You're sayin' this like you know. You said you always turned him down.
MURIEL I do. But I'm the only girl in Cocaigne that does. You don't really think 
these women spend all their time in the kitchen peelin' potatoes, do you? The 
hottest way of passin' time in Cocaigne is comparin' notes on Winston's latest 
performance. TTiey call him the communal cock.
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HAROLD (looks shocked, then recovers by changing the subject) We haven't got 
time to worry about Winston now, even if he is our leader. We've got to get 
Nathan lookin' presentable.
MURIEL Shoes. Does he still have any shoes? Since they quit wearin’ them at 
school, I never know if he has any. Oh. My God. What about his hair? Maybe I 
should cut it.
HAROLD Then he wouldn’t look like the other kids. Winston wants 'em all looking 
pretty similar to promote the group spirit.
MURIEL The last thing a grandparent thinks of is your kid’s group. Harold, believe 
me, grandparents are really into individuals.
HAROLD Let's just start with shoes.
MURIEL I don't believe this. I'm warnin' you, Harold. I get into that fur they're 
bringin' I may never believe in this again.
(MURIEL and HAROLD EXIT.)
ROSE (to audience) She used to believe in it. Yah. She really did. I remember 
when they first came here. Her, with a new baby . . . determined she could 
survive out here in the Alaskan wilderness while her husband wrote poetry, and 
painted pictures away from the big city. Away from grandparents who didn't 
believe in "compressed language." Poetry! Let me tell you somethin'. He's a 
lousy poet. A lousy poet. Not a bad painter though, (pauses, thinking to herself) 
And a nice man. A very nice man. (sadly) He was one of the reasons this place 
worked for awhile.
(ELAINE ENTERS.)
ELAINE (sees that Rose is upset. She asks softly) Is there a broom in here? I’m 
gettin' heat from Muriel to clean up the school.
ROSE There’s a shovel in the bam.
ELAINE (crosses to Rose and gives her a hug.) These are like really heavy times, 
Rose. Hang in there.
ROSE I'm hangin'. I’m bangin'.
(ELA IN E hugs R ose, again , and
EXITS.)
ROSE (to audience) She’s another reason this place used to work. Elaine's a true 
peace child. Loves everybody here at Cocaigne.. .  Everybody's k ids.. .Barley 
plants.. .All the animals. Even Plato, that damned goat. Of course, if I had her
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body, I could love everybody too. (pause) I used to be thin, before Tony and me 
got in to so much bowlin' and beer and pizza. Too much pepperoni. That was our 
problem. . .Then I met Winston up in Fairbanks. . .Told me he was startin' 
Cocaigne.. .  a place where people could really think for themselves, live off the 
land . . .  make their own rules, love one another for the right reasons. I figured I 
could eat as much as I wanted in a place like that, and never get any flack about 
flab, (pause) He was wonderful. Winston. I'd listen to him and feel like he 
knew all the answers to questions I'd never even thought of askin’.
(BRUCE ENTERS.)
BRUCE Have you seen Elaine?
ROSE She’s lookin' for the shovel. Has to clean the school. Muriel's parents are 
cornin' to visit.
BRUCE This place seems to be goin’ all to hell.
(B R U C E  looks to  R ose fo r  a 
response, but she says nothing.)
BRUCE What’s with Winston?
ROSE I think he’s burned out.
BRUCE Yah. Well, it's a big responsibility, writin' hymns, makin' rules, and 
keepin’ all your women happy.
ROSE Not all his women. Some of us aren't so lucky.
BRUCE Rose, when are you gonna see that the guy is nothin’ but long legs and nice 
eyes? The rest o f us have done all the work around here while he was busy 
dreaming up "eugenic guidelines." Ever notice how he’s supposed to father most 
of those perfect children he's been lecturing about? He seems to be fixated on 
fertility, (walks over to window and looks out over the field) Of course you'd 
never guess it from that piddly barley crop out there. I hope the bison get it
ROSE What really bugs you is that Elaine likes him, right? You want her to belong to 
you.
BRUCE Yah, I think we ought to be able to make some kind of a commitment to one 
another, separate from the whole group. Yah, I do drink that.
ROSE And her children? You'd like them to be your kids. Right?
BRUCE Right. I'll tell you somethin’, Rose. You don’t have to be six feet tall, with 
blue eyes, to be a good carpenter. The world could use a few more ordinary 
people like me.
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ROSE So why don't you leave?
BRUCE Some of this is good. Like the school. Elaine's runnin' a good thing there. 
Those kids are leamin'.
ROSE She won’t go?
(BRUCE shakes his head, "no.")
ROSE Have you asked her? You might be surprised.
(DANIEL and  SARAH ENTER look ing  
confused. She w ears a long fu r  
co a t and ca rr ie s  an o th er. The 
so u n d  o f  g o a t b e l ls  a n d  th e  
b le a tin g  o f  a g o a t a cco m p a n ies  
th e i r  e n tr a n c e . B R U C E  X
b eh in d  the ra ilin g  and seem s to  
usher the goat out the door.)
SARAH (watching Bruce as he goes out the door) Daniel, that was a goat! A live 
goat.
DANIEL They looked like two goats to me.
(B R U C E  EN TER S and g o es  to  
check the fire in the wood stove.)
ROSE You must be Muriel's folks. I'm Rose. Welcome to Cocaigne.
( R O S E  extends her hand to Sarah. 
SA R A H  seems about to fa in t. She 
p la c e s  M uriel's co a t on bench DL  
an d rem oves her fu r  c o a t and  
fa n s  h erse lf , tr y in g  to  p r e te n d  
th a t R ose  can n o t se e  her. She 
sits on a bench DSL.)
SARAH Daniel, ask her why this place is called "Cocaigne." No, wait, I'll ask her 
myself. God forbid this news should fall on you alone, (to Rose) "Cocaigne." 
That's a very unusual name, "Cocaigne." Could you tell us, if you wouldn’t 
mind, why this place has such an interestin' name?
ROSE It's a poem.
SARAH This place is a poem? My grandson is livin'in a poem?
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ROSE No. "Cocaigne" is a poem. From the middle ages.
DANIEL The middle ages. I thought so.
SARAH Let her finish. We'll deal with the middle ages later, (to Rose) So this is 
Gothic, already? (looking around the room) Of course, if you're into eclectic 
rustic, it's very nice. And there's so much you can do with it.
ROSE Did you find Muriel? She and Harold got your telegram just now. She 
probably doesn't expect you to be here yet.
SARA Where is she?
DANIEL Sarah. We should rest here a little while. Give her a chance to pick up their 
apartment a bit. Can we send a message to her?
ROSE What apartment? They live in communal building number one. Nobody has 
private accommodations in Cocaigne.
SARAH Number one? What did I tell you, Daniel?
DANIEL We want the best for our children.
SARAH "Number one" sounds like our little girl is doing very well for herself, (to 
Daniel) And Nathan. We want the best for him, too. (She looks around the room 
with great anxiety.)
ROSE He is getting the best here. He has a wonderful teacher. Would you like to 
meet her while you wait for Muriel and Harold?
SARAH Is there some place we could freshen up a bit first? I'd like to change out of 
our traveling clothes before we do that. A good teacher. That's very important 
nowadays—a good teacher— for a smart boy like our Nathan. Maybe we could 
just settle into our room a little. Have a little something to eat, a nice cup of 
coffee, a little rest and then we can meet our Nathan's teacher. First impressions 
are very important
BRUCE I'll bring in your luggage. We have all our guests stay here in the meeting 
room. Just toss your sleepin' bags on the floor somewhere. The temple's out 
back. The creek's just across the pasture there (gesturing out window of room) 
And I wouldn't sweat how you look for meetin' Elaine. She's pretty laid back.
(BRUCE begins scratching his head. 
SARAH watches him with horror. 
D A N I E L  notices her anxiety and 
tries to be positive about Cocaigne.)
DANIEL (delighted) A temple? You have a temple here? You see, Sarah, I knew
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Muriel could make good choices for herself. A little trust We should have a little 
more of that A temple! Such a thing a man would wish for his grandson.
BRUCE Ya. It's a two holer. We usually wash up in the creek, but if you want 
some water in here, we can get a bucket from the bam. Don't get too settled in 
though. Harold told me he had a trip planned for you in the morning. Harold's 
very big on trips. I'll get you that bucket of water. Did you bring some soap?
(BRUCE EXITS as HAROLD and MURIEL 
ENTER UC.)
MURIEL Papa! Mama! What a nice surprise.
SARAH Baby! Look at you. Daniel, just look at our Muriel. A grown woman she 
is.
(SARAH embraces MURIEL and hands 
her a present wrapped in expensive-looking 
paper.)
MURIEL Mama, I'm twenty-four already. I'm married. I'm a mother. Remember?
SARAH Yes, Muriel. We remember.
MURIEL So what do you think of Cocaigne?
SARAH Well, it's not Miami. But its go t . . .  space. I can see that. Space is very 
hard to come by these days in New York. It takes money, big money.
DANIEL Sarah, she knows that. It was space they went looking for. So give your 
papa a hug.
(MURIEL and DANIEL embrace.)
SARAH So where's that artist you married?
MURIEL Harold? I married Harold, Mama.
SARAH You're right, Muriel. It was Harold.
(HAROLD comes to SARAH.)
HAROLD Hello, Sarah. Welcome.
SARAH He's the one, Muriel.
MURIEL I know that, Mama.
42
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SARAH And where’s our grandson?
HAROLD He's sleeping now with the other boys, but you can take a look at him. 
He's coming on the trip with us tomorrow.
SARAH With the other boys? You've had other boys, Muriel, and you didn't tell us? 
What other boys?
HAROLD Oh, we all sleep together here in Cocaigne.
SARAH (X to Daniel) Where's my purse, Daniel? (to Muriel) Open the present, 
dear.
(MURIEL opens the gift from  her 
parents.)
SARAH (to Daniel) I told you our baby was going to get ruined in the wilderness.
DANIEL (handing Sarah her purse) It's hard to ruin a twenty-four year old mother. 
(Sarah swallows a pill from a bottle in her purse.) Her Ufe style is her choice. 
(Sarah hands him a pill, which Daniel swallows.)
(Inside the gift box, M U R I E L  finds 
an envelope. It contains a g ift 
certifica te  fo r  lunch a t Le Train  
Bleu.)
MURIEL A gift certificate, (reads) "Lunch at New York's exclusive Le Train Bleu." 
HAROLD (somewhat stiffly) So, they deliver?
MURIEL (brightly) No darling, they don't.
HAROLD We can discuss this on our trip tomorrow.
MURIEL (walking Harold away from her parents) What trip? They just got here.
HAROLD A little tour down the Delta River, (with mock enthusiasm to Sarah and 
Daniel) We've finally got you hers. We ought to show you around. Don't you 
think so, Daniel?
SARAH On a tour boat? That would be lovely, (to Daniel) Maybe they'll have soap.
DANIEL (Sensing that Harold needs to talk privately to Muriel, he leads Sarah by the 
arm over to the window.) Look out there, Sarah. When's the last time you saw a 
whole sky done in lavender?
MURIEL Have you lost your mind?
r  '
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HAROLD (quietly to Muriel) Look Muriel, it's a choice between entertaining them 
here while Winston lectures on celibacy and everyone sits around sipping Elaine's 
celery wine or entertaining them out there on a good, clean sandbar, away from all 
this. They're already popping valiums and they haven't even seen the school yet.
MURIEL I remember the last river trip we took. (taking the fur from bench DL and 
puts it on) You see this? I'm going to wear this. If you plan a trip where that's 
feasible, I'll come along. For now, let’s go take a look at Nathan. Mama! Papa! 
Let's go see your grandson.
(MURIEL, HAROLD, SARAH, and DANIEL 
EXIT UC. ROSE turns o ff  the bare 
lig h tb u lb  in the c e n te r  o f  the  
room  and d ir e c tly  a d d re sse s  the  
au d ien ce . A so ft la v en d er  lig h t 
shines through the window.)
ROSE (to audience) This is as bad as the time my mother came to visit me and Tony. 
After we was married, for a long time she didn't speak to me, didn't write or 
nothin’. Then, when she found out I was havin' Maria . .  . that was our second 
kid. .  .one day she calls me up and says she wants to see us. Tony and me was 
already startin’ to have some problems . . .  not big ones, mind you, but, like, 
sometimes I'd ask him about what he was doin' all day. Not to pry. Not tryin' to 
bug him. Just wantin' to hear about his world out there, while I'd been home all 
day with the baby. You know? (pause) The baby cried a lot and he didn't like 
the noise. He'd started wantin’ to drink his beer in silence before he left for the 
lanes. Sometimes he even had a couple on the way home. This one night, the 
night my mother called, I’d forgot and started talkin’ when I should have been 
listenin'. Well, Tony sort of hauled off and . . .He didn't mean it. It was the 
beers . . .  but my mother couldn’t understand that. My face swelled up a little, 
and one eye was sort a blue. She couldn’t quit talkin' about it. She was like 
Muriel’s mother. I mean you'd think we was livin’ with no soap. Parents gotta 
learn to let their kids pick their own way to be. They gotta learn how to be 
independent
BLACKOUT
(In the dark we hear the sound o f  
river rapids and a very small, outboard motor 
being started. After two false starts, the motor 
turns over, and we hear the boat gradually 
getting further and further away. After a short 
silence, the lights come up on MURIEL, who is 
nervously pacing back and forth in the meeting 
room. DANIEL and HAROLD enter UL. They 
are wet and loaded down with duffel bags, 
fishing poles, sleeping bags etc. DANIEL
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jubilantly displays a string o f grayling to his 
daughter. MURIEL begins to speak as soon as 
HAROLD appears.)
MURIEL You're back. Two days I was worried sick about you. I mean really sick. 
I'm not gonna ask about it. Nathan is your son. These are your inlaws. You 
have the right to take them wherever you choose. (She turns around and notices 
her mother is not there.) Where's Mother? Did you lose her? If she's at the 
bottom of Tangle Lakes, I guess I should ask about that.
HAROLD No. She's just out at the temple.
DANIEL She said she's never been happier to worship in her whole life.
HAROLD (laughs) It was the butt-fanning that did it.
MURIEL (incredulously) You butt-fanned my mother? My mother! The woman 
whose idea of adventure is not putting paper on the seat?
DANIEL What's butt-fanning?
HAROLD That's what you do to keep mosquitoes off your rear end while you squat. 
One of you waves a magazine back and forth while the other o n e . . .
DANIEL She let you do that?
HAROLD She didn't tell you?
DANIEL No. When I asked her why she kept taking all those magazines into the 
woods she just mumbled something about her last looks at civilization. Of course 
that was before the accident. After that we didn't have any magazines.
MURIEL I don't want to know about it. I mean the next time, God forbid, I'm 
waiting for you a day and a half overdue, I don't want to know what can go 
wrong out there. . .
HAROLD Muriel, we were O.K. We were all in life jackets. We had plenty of rope. 
The matches were waterproof.
DANIEL Nathan will never forget that trip. How many kids get that close to nature?
HAROLD Oh. He's been in the river lots of times.
MURIEL I don’t think I want to know about this.
(ROSE ENTERS UL. She carries a large 
thermos o f coffee and three coffee mugs.)
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ROSE I brought you some coffee. Poor Sarah's over there in the kitchen drinkin' it 
as fast I could make it. She says she thinks she'll never be warm again. I put a 
little Bailey's in it. That ought to help.
MURIEL Thanks, Rose.
(ROSE EXITS UL, but leaves door
open.)
HAROLD (still intent on recalling the "great" trip) I'd have felt better if we hadn't lost 
the gun. When that bear came into camp I felt a little nervous, but. . .
(ROSE ENTERS UL carrying axe.
Leaves door open)
DANIEL And Sarah didn't do too well without the food. Of course, it was the wind 
that really got to her.
(ROSE EXITS.)
MURIEL So what happened?
HAROLD Nothin'major. We washed up on a sweeper and took in some water. The 
raft tore and everything got a little wet. The tent, the bags, the extra clothes. Of 
course the food was pretty much ruined, but other than that, it was a great trip.
(ROSE ENTERS carrying firew o o d
which she drops by the stove UL.)
DANIEL I've never seen so many fish!
ROSE Why didn't you eat them?
DANIEL We were too busy catching them. Even Nathan, once he got the "bug one." 
We didn't want to stop to cook.
(ROSE EXITS leaving door open.)
MURIEL The what?
DANIEL The "bug one." I was using a Meps and Daniel had a fly. Pretty soon 
Nathan had it all figured out that the rod with the fly was gettin' the most bites, 
and he wanted a "bug one" like Grampa. What a kid he is! And he found the 
rainbow.
MURIEL (beginning to enjoy her father's enthusiasm) Nathan caught a rainbow 
trout?
r .  ' '
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HAROLD No. When we were drivin' past Rainbow Pass, Nathan pointed and said
"Rainbow." I couldn't believe he'd remember the name of the place, and then I
looked up the side of the mountain. . .
(ROSE ENTERS w ith  a n o th e r  
a rm load  o f  f ir e w o o d  and p la ces  
the wood by the stove UL.)
DANIEL (with enthusiasm) And there was a rainbow, striking the tip of the 
mountain. And just a few minutes after that we saw six caribou. I had them all on 
film before we lost the camera in the river. The next morning, our first morning in 
camp, a bull moose walked down to the river, right across from us. I had that on 
the camera too.
ROSE (to audience) He's hooked.
DANIEL (with great emotion) Do you know what he called the mountain?
MURIEL Who? What mountain?
DANIEL Nathan. The mountain with the rainbow. He called it "Mount Horeb, the 
barefoot place." My grandson is learning his Torah, Muriel.
ROSE That's where Elaine takes the kids to celebrate breakup. It's still pretty cold 
during breakup, so they bum a bush to keep their feet warm. Firewood's pretty 
scarce up there. You went along once, didn't you, Harold?
HAROLD Once. Right. I nicknamed it Mount Horeb for "horrible" after my toes 
nearly froze off.
DANIEL Well, introducing a child to Exodus out in the wilderness makes good sense 
to me.
MURIEL (surprised at her father's reactions) How about Mother? Did she like it? 
Did she like the raft trip?
HAROLD At first I thought she did. She kept saying "Muriel ought to be here. My 
daughter shouldn't be missing this." But by the third day, she was saying, 
""Muriel ought to be here. She could have been a founding member." Finally I 
asked her, "A founding member of what?" and she yelled ""MAR."
(ROSE laughs at this.)
MURIEL Mar? What’s Mar?
DANIEL We didn't know either. We kept asking her, and she kept saying, "Just get 
me back to a warm car and I'll tell you."
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MURIEL So what is it? What's "mar"?
DANIEL & "Mothers Against Rafting."
HAROLD&
ROSE
(DANIEL and H A R O L D  look at ROSE  
in surprise. HAROLD looks hurt at 
his discovery o f a mini-plot against river trips.)
DANIEL Of course, she didn't tell us until after we'd all hitchhiked back to our car. 
By then, I was almost ready to join, but she said it's a uniquely feminist 
organization.
ROSE Why don't you all run over to the kitchen? I got a nice pot of spaghetti 
simmerin' over there. It'll just get used for tactile awareness if you don't eat it 
tonight.
DANIEL What's "tactile awareness?"
HAROLD (ushering DANIEL towards the door) Just a little game they play over at 
the school to get the kids aware of texture.
DANIEL With spaghetti?
ROSE Yah. Whatever gets left on the floor the goat eats.
(HAROLD, DANIEL and MURIEL EXIT 
UR. MURIEL fo llo w s  them out, 
trying to g e t H arold  not to te ll 
her fa th er  about the goat. ROSE 
p icks up one p ie c e  o f  f ire w o o d  
and the axe and chops i t  into  
kindling.)
ROSE (to audience, with amusement) They thought Sarah founded Mothers Against 
Rafting! Like I was tellin' her, it was me that actually started it. Right after my
first and only trip with Winston, (chops a piece o f kindling off) Actually,
though, that isn't quite right. What I founded was "Mothers Against Canoeing," 
but the two are related, definitely related, (chops off a piece o f kindling)
(SARAH ENTERS UC. Her hair is 
c o m p le te ly  s tr a ig h t,  sh e  w ea rs  
no makeup, and an o ld  down robe 
w ith  m any p a tch es  and tears is 
pu lled  tigh tly  around her. As she 
en ters , w e hear the g o a t b e lls  
and the g o a t b le a tin g . She
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ushers P la to  out the door. She 
has lo s t a ll so p h is tica tio n  in her 
d e m e a n o r  a n d  s e e m s  to  b e  
d e lig h te d  to f in d  ROSE a va ila b le  
fo r  a chat. She carries a mug o f  
coffee  and a b o ttle  o f  B a iley 's  
Irish Cream.)
SARAH Where's everybody gone to? Going off and leaving a person to the elements 
seems to be very popular around here. If I survive this I should be an Eagle Scout 
Emeritus.
ROSE Eagles are all males.
SARAH I feel like I laid an egg for them.
ROSE Didn't you see the others walking towards the kitchen? Where'd you come 
from?
SARAH I was just tucking Nathan in for the night. He was tired, very tired, but still, 
he wanted to hear a story from his grandmother. Such a request a grandmother 
should never turn down. I showed him a copy of Winnie the Pooh that I brought 
for him from New York, but all he wanted to know was whether Pooh is a black 
or grizzly bear. Who's to know? Then we looked at Alice in Wonderland. He 
wanted to know what kind of a joint the caterpillar was smoking.
(S A R A H  pours a shot o f B ailey's  
in to her coffee and takes a large  
sw a llow .)
ROSE He's a smart boy, that Nathan. But how could you have missed the others? 
They just left a minute ago.
SARAH I don't know. Maybe I ran past them in the dark. I thought I heard 
somethin' in the woods, so I sprinted most of the way. Sometimes I had to stop 
for Plato though.
ROSE Plato? You ran here with that goat?
SARAH Well, she was following me anyway. Then I started thinking about if 
anything jumped out at us from the woods it would be good to have a the goat 
there. Don't you think a bear would go for a goat first?
ROSE Maybe. I see you're wearin' Bruce's robe. You must have smelled like a 
friend to Plato. A bear might get a little mixed up by that too.
SARAH After wet clothes, full of sand, for three days on a river bar swarming with 
mosquitoes, this feels better than ermine.
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(SARAH pulls the robe about her shoulders as 
though it were made of elegant fur, and takes 
another slug of coffee.)
ROSE Have you thawed out yet? Those trips always look a little better after the 
feeling’s come back in your fingers. Not that mine will ever seem good.
SARAH Your fingers? Something’s wrong with your fingers?
ROSE No. My trip. The one when I founded Mothers Against Canoeing. That will 
never seem good.
SARAH So how long were vou hungry?
ROSE Hungry?
SARAH Yes. Hungry. We were out of food the last three days.
ROSE Hungry wasn't the problem.
SARAH So, you were cold? We were freezing out there. Three days I stood there 
shivering. The warmest thing that happened to me was my own pee running 
down my leg. And that was when a twig had just snapped behind me in the 
woods and I was too scared to enjoy it.
ROSE Cold? Yah. We was cold, and wet, and scared but that wasn't the worst part.
SARAH You mean there's something worse this country can do to you than hungry, 
cold, wet, and scared? I mean, what more can you lose once you lose food and 
comfort and and your sanity?
ROSE Pride. You can lose a lot of pride.
(SARAH nods solemnly.)
SARAH I lost a lot of that this week too.
(SARAH pours more B ailey's into 
her cup and takes a sip.)
ROSE (remembering her experience in vivid detail) All during the fire all I could 
remember was my kids' voices sayin' "Mom, you'll be sorry. You're not the 
outdoors type." (chops a piece of kindling off, then places log upright and sits on 
it.) The little smart asses. They were right.
SARAH You were sorry? You think you were sorrier than I am?
ROSE I didn't think I'd be sorry. I had just met Winston. I’d been depressed, very
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depressed, since my divorce, and when he came to town with such wonderful 
ideas about startin’ a utopia-you know a perfect place, where everybody loved 
everybody. By then, any kind of lovin' sounded pretty good to me. (She stops to 
consider this for a moment.)
(SARAH pa sses  her cup to ROSE 
who takes a sip.)
ROSE Shit (gets up and throws the log she been sitting on into the wood stove) The 
loving hasn't been any better than the canoeing.
(SARAH looks shocked as though 
she sh o u ld n 't be h earin g  th is.
She ta k es  a n o th er  qu ick  drink
from  her cup. Both pau se, but 
fin a lly  S A R A H  is overcom e with
curiosity.)
SARAH So what happened? (quickly) On the trip, I mean.
ROSE Then he asked me if I wanted to go on a canoe trip to meet the others who were 
interested, and I said, "Sure."
SARAH You’d just met him and you wanted to find out about this place where 
everybody loved one another? That was this ersatz kibbutz-Cocaigne-right?
ROSE Right. I told him I didn't know anything about canoeing, that I'd never even 
slept in the woods, but he said that was OK, and I could paddle with him. (stands
up, shakes her head, picks up axe again) It didn't start out too badly. The
weather was beautiful, and Winston was good. Really good.
(SAR A H looks a t her with some 
shock and mounting interest.)
ROSE (laughs at Sarah's curiosity) At canoeing, I mean. By the first afternoon I got 
so I could paddle pretty well. We spent two days on the river doin' great. 
Plannin' all kinds of ways to make Cocaigne a true utopia, (looks around the 
room, fondly remembering their idealistic planning of the place, then chops off 
another piece of kindling)
SARAH So when did the trouble start?
ROSE The third day. That's when we came to some rapids. Winston said they were 
minor ones, but when we dumped, we were like maior cold. We lost the canoe, 
and barely made it to the side of the river. Winston isn't much of a swimmer. I 
had to drag him to shore.
SARAH So that's when you started the fire? That's what we did. Started a fire. 
(angry) And I stood by the damned thing for three days thinking I'd give up my
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charge card at Bloomingdales for even one marshmallow to roast. Such hunger I 
suffered.
(S A R A H takes a sip from  her cup 
and hands the cup to R O S E .  R O S E  
takes a sip and continues.)
ROSE We couldn't start a fire. Our matches were soaked.
SARAH What about the other people? Couldn't they help?
ROSE Bruce and Elaine were ahead of us on the river and they didn't see us swamp. 
(puts another log in the stove)
SARAH So there you were, alone, for you didn't know how long, with no matches? 
What did Winston do?
ROSE If I tell you this, you're not gonna believe it.
SARAH Tiy me. After this week, I'll believe anything.
ROSE He told me to strip.
SARAH I don't believe you.
(SARAH takes a sip d irectly  from  
the Bailey's bottle.)
ROSE (laughs) I thought maybe the trip would have some high points after all, but 
one look at Winston naked and I knew there was 112 wav.
( S A R A H  hands the Bailey's to R OSE  
who takes a s ip  o u t o f  the 
bottle.)
SARAH So why was he stripping?
ROSE He said the only way to keep warm was to take off our wet clothes and run 
along the river until someone found us.
SARAH What were they going to think if they found the two of you running through 
the woods naked like that?
ROSE Have you ever seen me naked? And runnin' I look even worse.
SARAH (who is a little tipsy now) So it was survival before sex, right? That's what 
I told Daniel out there on the first night when we still had the tent. I told him, I 
said, "Daniel, for twenty five years we've had silk pajamas and a six hundred 
dollar Sealy posturepedic. You think I'm going to do it in long underwear on a
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five dollar air mattress?"
(ROSE lo o k s a t  SARAH w i t h
surprise. After eye contact, they both laugh.)
So then what happened. . .  after the running naked part?
ROSE We came to a cabin.
SARAH You had a cabin? And you think you suffered? I'd have given our condo in 
the Village--our summer place in the mountains—we'd have mortgaged them both 
for a cabin two days ago. (looks around the room) Even this place would have 
looked good.
ROSE (with regret) That cabin was as nice as this one. Smaller, but just as nice.
SARAH So what did you do?
ROSE We ran inside. There was a wood stove, and matches, and. . . (shakes her 
head) That's when I should have known how to do this (motioning towards the 
kindling she has cut) The wood hadn't been split and we couldn't get the fire 
started. We tried to chop some, but our hands were so cold we couldn't. Then 
Winston spotted the gasoline, (shakes her head and chops three pieces o f kindling 
off) A plane saw us from the air a few hours later. The cabin went up in one 
puff. There we were, running around the ashes, still naked.
(MURIEL, HAROLD, and DANIEL ENTER.)
DANIEL (to SARAH) There you are! Are you ready for meditation? Elaine invited 
us to join in.
ROSE I'll go get the refreshments.
(ROSE EXITS out the door.)
DANIEL They'll be here in a few minutes. What a teacher that Elaine is. She was 
just telling me about the school. (X to SARAH) Our Nathan is very lucky. 
(sniffs at Sarah with disgust) Sarah, you smell like a goat
SARAH That's all right, Daniel. I'm warm. I'm dry. We're not naked. And we 
survived, (pours some Bailey’s into her cup and hands it to DANIEL) I propose 
a toast
DANIEL (very pleased) To our trip?
SARAH (emphatically) No. To the family, before we make our little announcement.
DANIEL I already told them.
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SARAH Without me? You told them without me? Not that I'm hurt. You didn't 
mean it that way, I know.
MURIEL Yes, Mama, Papa already told us about your offer. We've been discussing 
it over in the kitchen. Going back to New York is tempting, very tempting.
SARAH Well, I'm not hurt I'm just glad you've been thinking it over.
DANIEL And you, Harold. You're still thinking it over? The business has brought 
in good money all these years for me. It's yours whenever you want it. It would 
be wonderful to have the three of you back in the city.
SARAH ( a little too loudly with slurred speech) So what's to think over? My 
grandson's had all this (gesturing at the room around her with contempt) any kid 
should ever have. It's time he got a little culture. A few violin lessons, a little 
tennis, maybe a little soap . . .
MURIEL Nathan doesn't want lessons, Mother, (defensively) And he's clean . . .  
enough. How many kids his age do you know who read as well as he does? 
Elaine deserves a lo t . . .
SARAH I'd love to see him in some really good clothes. Some Ralph Laurens and a 
good haircut. He’s a darling boy, that Nathan. A handsome boy, but he needs a 
little grooming. And his table manners need a little brushing. . .
MURIEL Mother, Nathan is . . .
SARAH And what about you, Muriel. You've just let yourself go. You used to have 
a manicure every Friday, a facial every other. Look at your cuticles. My 
daughter with hangnails. Where's it all gone?
MURIEL Who gives a shit about. . .
(MURIEL'S anger mounts with every  
sentence her mother speaks.)
SARAH And your language, Muriel! You never heard that kind of talk in my house. 
And you, Harold. You're the one who really needs to get away from here.
MURIEL He doesn't want to get away from here, Mama.
SARAH I saw your paintings over in Nathan's room. Animals. Animals! All just 
wild things cavorting about in the woods. There's no market, Harold, for 
wildlife. You've got to think about market. You've got a wife and kid to think 
about.
MURIEL If you don't mind, we'll choose our own things to think about.
SARAH (to Muriel) Kids! That's what you ought to be thinking about. It's time you
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had another baby. A nice normal family life, that's what Nathan needs, (looks 
around room and shudders) Once he gets away from all this he'll forget about it.
HAROLD I don't want him to forget it, Sarah.
MURIEL (looking at Harold as she speaks) We don't want him to forget it.
(HAROLD is delighted by M uriel's 
remark.)
DANIEL (seeing that a full-blown argument is about to erupt) Sarah, dear, I think we 
all should sleep on this and.. .
SARAH Don't you "Sarah, dear" me! I'm not sleeping on anything—and especially 
not on this damned floor-until this is settled. I want my grandson out of this 
place. What kind of environment is this for a good Jewish boy to grow up in 
anyway? Fat women running naked through the woods . . . Nazi egomaniacs 
making all the decisions . . .
HAROLD What naked women running through the woods?
DANIEL (crossing to the window to look out) Where did you see that?
SARAH Rose was running through the woods with Winston and they both were 
naked.
HAROLD (laughing) Rose told you that? That's just wishful thinking on her part.
SARAH Daniel, get away from that window. Nobody's going to run by naked for an 
old fool like you.
HAROLD (trying to avoid a confrontation between Daniel and Sarah) Sarah, how 
about you and I taking a little walk? The woods look beautiful in the moonlight
SARAH I don't want to take any walk.
DANIEL (heading towards the door) If you're not taking a walk, 1m taking a walk.
SARAH So go ahead. You need a walk? Take one. I don't give a shit what you 
take.
( D A N I E L  EXITS, slamming the door 
behind himself.)
SARAH (sarcastically to Harold) I suppose you want to go there and look around so 
you can write some more poetry about the "woods all lovely, dark and deep" huh? 
Nathan showed me that one you wrote for him.
HAROLD That's not mine. That's . . .
r .  ' ‘
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SARAH I'm telling you, Harold, there is no market for that kind o f stuff. It's no 
good. Come back to the city and settle down. Let somebody else make up the 
rhymes.
MURIEL (indignantly) Harold's poetry doesn't rhyme.
SARAH It doesn’t rhyme? That's the first thing they teach you. You should have 
gone to school, Harold. At least then it would rhyme.
MURIEL And it's not market that matters. It's expression and feeling.
SARAH Feeling? You want feeling? I'll give you feeling. Try being a mother 
whose only daughter tells you she and her husband have to "find themselves" in 
Miami. You think that's bad? Then find out they've schlepped off to some barley 
field in Alaska where nobody even buys shoes for their kids. That's feeling. And 
after all I've done for you.
MURIEL (furious) All you’ve done for me! What have you done? Think about it 
Mama. The people here in Cocaigne are my friends, (walks over and stands 
beside Harold) Our friends. And you insult them. This is my husband, and you 
ridicule him. (taking off her fur coat) This is my body, and you wrap it in fur and 
then tell me I’ve let it go.
SARAH Baby, what are y o u . . .
MURIEL (holding coat on her arm) I am not your baby. I'm a grown woman with a
home of my own and a husband who's a damned good artist and a son who
thrives on goat shit.
SARAH You call this a home?
MURIEL Yes, Mama, I do. (yelling) And I’m happy, mama, (surprised at 
herself-she's never realized it before) Yah. I'm happy . . .  here in Cocaigne. 
(looks around the room with a new appreciation for the place)
(S A R A H  sits DR on a bench in 
shock.)
MURIEL And Mama, this is what I think of your idea of how to live.
(M U R I E L  walks over to the door and 
hurls the fu r coa t ou tside. The
sound o f  a goa t b lea ting  angrily  
is  h ea rd  som e d is ta n c e  aw ay  
when the door is open. M U R I E L
s la m s the d o o r  sh u t lo o k in g  
triumphant as SARAH and H A R O L D  
watch her in stunned surprise. A
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bea t p a sses. Suddenly  M U R I E L  
g e ts  a shocked look on her fa ce , 
she runs back to the door, and  
opens it. Sounds o f  g o a t be lls  
an d  a n gry  b le a tin g  a re  h ea rd  
outside. We hear DANIEL c u r s in g  
a t the g o a t. We cannot see  
DANIEL through the door.)
MURIEL Papa! Papa. Are you all right? Harold, come here. He needs help.
(SARAH remains sea ted  DR, unable 
to stand. HAROLD rushes out the 
door.)
SARAH So what's to help? Your father just saw his only daughter hurl her fur coat 
out onto the mud and now he's dead. His heart just gave out. Muriel, are you 
happy now?
(HAROLD an d  DANIEL appear a t the 
door. They E N TER . DANIEL is very 
upset. H is pan t legs and hands 
are co vered  w ith  mud. S A R A H  
looks a t him in surprise. R O S E  
ENTERS behind the men.)
SARAH Maybe this is a utopia. He's resurrected.
ROSE I heard all the noise. What's goin'on?
MURIEL Papa, what were you doing with Plato down on the ground? It looked like 
you had your hand down his throat.
DANIEL (trying to calm himself) Now don't get hysterical. I was sticking my hand 
down his throat.
SARAH We know you had your hand down his throat. What we want to know is 
why is a fifty-five year old Jew from New York doing something funny with a 
goat with his wife and daughter in the next room.
ROSE (to audience) Can you believe this?
DANIEL (hysterically) For Christ's sake, Sarah, will you stop being hysterical?
SARAH Don't talk like that, Daniel. God forbid someone should hear you. We 
don't believe in him, remember?
DANIEL All right, (yelling) All right
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SARAH So what's between you and the goat?
DANIEL A Guggenhiem. That's what's between that goat and me. A Guggenhiem.
(yelling) Do you hear me?
HAROLD A Guggenhiem. Do you mean they . . .
DANIEL He swallowed it. Plato. He, I mean she, just swallowed it. Your whole 
future just went down her throat.
SARAH (to Daniel) So you were trying to kill her?
MURIEL (with her hands raised in a very take-charge manner) Papa, Mama, quiet. 
Will you both be quiet?
DANIEL (to Sarah) I was trying to make her vomit.
MURIEL I said, "Quiet" Harold, what is this all about?
HAROLD How should I know? I applied for a Guggenhiem, but I don't know i f . . .
DANIEL I have to appologize for reading your mail, Harold, but while I was outside 
there, Elaine brought over a letter for you. You got a grant. It wasn't sealed real 
well and . . .
MURIEL Harold got a letter from (suddenly understanding what the letter means) . . .  
No. Wait a minute. Wait just a minute.
(MURIEL qu ickly  EXITS out the door . 
In a few  seconds, M U R I E L  E N T E R S  
ca rry in g  the fu r  co a t which  she  
p u ts  on as everyone w a tches her. 
She c a r e fu lly  b ru sh e s  o f f  the  
d u s t fro m  the s ie v e s  and then  
speaks.)
MURIEL (looking straight at her mother) All right, Papa, tell us what the 
Guggenhiem had to say about my husband, the artist.
DANIEL You have a scholarship to study abroad.
SARAH Harold, that’s wonderful. What did I tell you?
ROSE (to audience) What did she tell him? You were all witnesses.
MURIEL Oh, Harold. I'm so proud o f you!
SARAH We always knew you could do it, Harold. Isn't that right, Daniel? He's a 
veiy bright young man, that husband of yours, Muriel. You should be very
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proud.
MURIEL (dryly) I know that, Mama.
(WINSTON, ELAINE, and BRUCE ENTER 
ca rry in g  c a n d le s  an d  hum m ing
s o f t ly .  D u rin g  the d ia lo g u e  
which fo llo w s  the  FU LL C A S T
fo rm s  a se m i-c irc le  a c ro ss  the  
stage on the benches. E L A I N E  
passes a candle to each one, and 
they lig h t the candles fro m  the 
candle o f the next person.)
ELAINE Hi everybody. Time for meditation. Everybody needs a candle and good 
vibes. Are you ready?
( A L L  mumble in agreement as they 
take their p laces. ALL begin  to
sin g  the an th em  ve ry  s o f t ly  
u n d e r  th e  d ia lo g u e  w h ic h  
follow s. E L A I N E  accom panies the
group on the gu itar. The ligh ts  
gradually dim until the candlelight becomes 
the primary source of illumination.)
MURIEL So what do we do, Harold? Shall we write the Guggenheim for another 
copy of their offer?
HAROLD Let's meditate on it first. (He looks at her lovingly and strokes the sleeve 
of her coat.) You look good in fur Muriel, very good.
ROSE (turns around to face the audience in a spotlight) So, it looks like our 
community will be shrinking some more. Pretty soon it may be just Winston and 
me. That wouldn't be so bad.
(ROSE turns back to the sem i 
circ le , and in the can d le ligh t we 
hear the last verse of the anthem.)
With grateful hearts we sing our joy. .
We celebrate Cocaigne.
Our loosened tongues we now employ.
Perfection we proclaim.
(ALL blow  out th eir candles and  
the stage is dark.)
CURTAIN
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OLD WOMAN
BETH
THE DUKE.
JASON
DOLORES
AMANDA
WORKMAN
THE PRAYING MANTIS
A TRAGEDY IN ONE ACT
CHARACTERS
AGED 70
AGED 40, OWNER OF THE FLOWER SHOP
AGED 65, BETH'S FATHER
AGED 40, THE DELIVERY BOY
AGED 55, A SHOP EMPLOYEE
AGED 20, A CUSTOMER
ANY AGE (PLAYED BY SAME ACTOR AS "THE
OLD WOMAN")
(The grand drape opens on a dark stage. 
Synthesizer music is heard playing a sad, 
surrealistic sounding melody. Gradual sunrise 
begins on a backdrop o f an ominously cloudy 
sky. The sunrise colors are in cold hues. A 
winter morning. 9:00 a.m. A London Flower 
shop. The exterior is seen to be bordered by 
brick buildings on both sides. A sidewalk runs 
in front, with a small strip o f dead grass 
between it and the curb. A withered, dead 
cherry tree stands at the left outside comer of the 
shop. The downstairs portion is cut away to 
reveal the shop interior. Fragments at the side 
show it to be made o f  brick A store front 
window sign reads: Beth's Flower Shop. The 
interior contains shelves holding vases, 
figurines etc. A glass cabinet at the rear contains 
a few  fresh flowers, and one small formal 
arrangement. A business counter is upstage 
center, with a cash register on the counter. An 
exit behind the counter leads into a hallway. A 
hallway door R leads to a sitting room. The 
hallway L opens into a flight o f stairs leading to 
the garret. DR is a small glass table with four 
white iron chairs. A tea cart, with a tea pot and 
china cups sits SR. The upstairs portion o f the 
shop is dark, obscured by scrim painted with a 
brick pattern. At opening, at the table SR,
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BETH is seated . Two cups o f tea are on the 
table. SL DOLORES stands, gazing at the dead 
tree outside the shop. An OLD WOMAN enters 
down front L, wearing a gas mask. She is 
pulling a small, dead,stuffed dog, (fastened to a 
small platform on wheels) on a leash. When the 
dog is even with the dead tree, she pauses a few  
seconds, and then continues on to EXIT SL.)
DOLORES (looking at tree SL outside shop XSR to table ) It was such a lovely 
tree. I watched your father plant it. "From good stock" he said it was, "just like 
Beth herself, and the perfect emblem to stand outside her new shop." Remember 
how lacey and white it was every spring? My daughter carried a spray of 
blossoms from that very tree on her wedding day. And now that she's gone. . .  I 
simply can't bear to see it go.
BETH (in very correct British English) Dolores, you know we can't have such a
thing outside the shop. It doesn’t look well. It just makes one too aware. . .
DOLORES I know that, dear, but I keep hoping . . .  perhaps. . .
(AMANDA enters DSL. She is young pretty 
and very nervous. Her mouth is covered with 
a gas mask. She appears to be about eight 
months pregnant. She wears a brightly printed 
long dress, with long sleeves, cut in an 
empire style. Her hat is decorated with 
flowers matching the print of her dress. A 
small veil covers her face above the mask. 
She wears gloves, and carries a purse. She 
enters the shop DL. A small bell rings as she 
crosses through the doorframe. She glances 
around hoping to see someone other than the 
two women at the table. She looks upwards to 
the ceiling several times, expecting to hear 
someone there. A rectangular area inside the 
door turns red as she enters. She watches the 
indicator light (which has been on since she 
opened the door) on the wall DL. When it goes 
off, she removes the mask to speak. )
AMANDA Good morning. I hope I haven't interrupted your tea.
( D O L O R E S  and  BETH l o o k  
carefully a t A M A N D A  and then 
at one another in great surprise.)
r '
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DOLORES Oh, no, my dear.
BETH May we offer you some tea?
AMANDA No, thank you, I've . .  . (looks around again, sees nobody else. She is 
embarrassed.) I'd Idee to look at your flowers.
DOLORES (surprised) Fresh flowers?
AMANDA No, I’d . . .  silk. Yes, silk please. (walks UL to case )
DOLORES (softly to BETH) I believe she must be . . .
BETH Yes, it certainly looks as though . . .
AMANDA (looks into case, very surprised ) Oh, but you do have some fresh. 
{sadly) How lovely they are.
DOLORES {crossing UL to AMANDA) Yes, all the way from America. We have to 
fly them in now, you know, since . .  .
AMANDA Yes, I know. It's a sh . . .
BETH Is it an arrangement you want? Our silks are very beautifully crafted. 
AMANDA Yes, for the baby’s room.
DOLORES {looks at BETH triumphantly) A baby! Just as I thought. How
wonderful. Why we've not had a baby in London since. . .
BETH I've put away all the containers we’d carried for babies. Let me check in the 
back room. Any ideas what you’d like?
AMANDA No, just something young, and sweet and
DOLORES Oh yes, something very young and sweet. A baby. Just think..
( B E T H  ex its  UC. A M A N D A  
c o n tin u e s  to  lo o k  to w a rd  UC
d o o r , a p p a re n tly  hoping  to see
someone.)
DOLORES You must have come from far away.
AMANDA Excuse me. What did you . . .
r.- 'r
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DOLORES You must be visiting.
AMANDA Yes, I flew in yesterday. I'm an American. (AMANDA XDL. stares out 
at tree outside shop )
DOLORES Oh, your country is still not contaminated. The Duke, Beth's father, 
visited there a few months ago. (At mention of the Duke, AMANDA turns 
abruptly to listen.) He lives here in the shop. He said he thought. .
AMANDA (anxiously) Where is he now? The Duke? (trying to compose herself) I 
mean . . . how can anyone live in a flower shop? Especially now, after what's 
happened.
DOLORES (laughing) Oh, only he would do it. He refuses to leave his garden.
AMANDA (to herself) Yes, his garden, (suddenly catches herself and says to 
DOLORES) Oh, he has a garden?
DOLORES Upstairs. He has a greenhouse.
AMANDA How lovely. I should like to see it.
DOLORES Of course nothing grows there. Beth has replaced all his plants with silk.
AMANDA (very concerned) Nothing grows at all now?
DOLORES Only a few mushrooms. All the rest is silk, and we don't know how 
much longer that will be available. One really strong land breeze and they tell us .
AMANDA Yes, I know, (to herself) Only silk?
DOLORES Poor old dear. He pretends not to notice. He spends his days up there, 
spraying, and pruning. Beth periodically goes up there and replaces what he's cut 
away. "Spring has come! Spring has come!" he chirps, when he finds the new 
silks, but then he slips back into his melancholy.
AMANDA May I . . .
BETH (ENTERS UC through door carrying a teddy bear vase) Here we are. This 
little porcelain teddy should do nicely. What color will the baby's room be done 
up in?
AMANDA Well, I don't really . . .
DOLORES Does your doctor know you've traveled here?
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AMANDA (defensively) I'm only to stay a few days.
BETH (putting silk flowers into Teddy container) These whites would do quite 
nicely.
AMANDA (absently) Yes, they'll be fine. Could I . . . May I see the Duke's 
garden?
BETH (looking angrily at DOLORES) Dolores how could you? He doesn't 
normally receive visitors upstairs. He'll be coming down for tea shortly. Would 
you like to stay?
AMANDA Oh, I'd only like to look for a moment. A greenhouse garden is such a 
novel idea for the city. Especially since . . .Well, actually, I've brought 
something for him. From America.
DOLORES You knew him there?
(AMANDA nods affirmatively.)
BETH You mustn't laugh at him.
AMANDA Laugh?
BETH At his flowers. He thinks they are alive.
AMANDA I laugh? Really I could never do such a thing.
DOLORES Let her go and look, Beth. A visit with a young lady might cheer him up. 
Especially one carrying a bit o f new life.
BETH. I'll go and ask . . .
AMANDA No, please. I'd like to surprise him.
BETH All right. This way. (BETH leads AMANDA to UCR exit.) Ask him to read 
his mushrooms for you.
AMANDA Read his mushrooms?
BETH That will convince him you're a friend.
AMANDA Of course.
( The lights fa d e  on the downstairs 
p o r t io n  o f  th e  sh o p  a n d  
gradually  come up in the g arre t
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above. We see benches on the R 
a n d  L s i d e s  o f  th e  
g r e e n h o u se - l ik e  s tr u c tu r e , w ith  
obviou sly  fa k e  silk  flo w e rs  stuck  
into the d irt. The A-fram e ro o f  
is m ade o f  g la ss. THE D U K E .  
ap pears , w earin g  fo rm a l du cal 
a t t i r e  w ith  g a rd e n in g  g lo v e s  
coverin g  his hands, m istin g  the 
flo w er beds. A M A N D A  E N T E R S  
UC.)
AMANDA What a lovely garden.
THE DUKE (intent on his work, doesn't look at h er ) Yes, the dahlias are excellent 
this year. And the carnations too. Nice, pure colors. Good, healthy stalks.
AMANDA I can see they have excellent care.
THE DUKE The real battle is keeping off the aphids.
AMANDA Yes, the aphids. I’ve brought you something to help.
THE DUKE They simply can't be helped. The bane of my existence, Aphis m ali. .
AMANDA (expectantly) Lionel, I've brought you something (She opens her purse 
and pulls out three small wooden boxes.)
THE DUKE You’ve brought me something? {He momentarily looks at the boxes and 
then away from her in confusion.) Why should a complete stranger come here 
bearing gifts for an old man like me?
AMANDA To repay him for the gift he's given her.
THE DUKE I’ve given nothing of any value to anyone that I can remember for a very 
long time.
AMANDA (touching his arm) Lionel, stop. Your charade isn't working. It's me, 
Amanda.
THE DUKE Then you've not come for a reading?
AMANDA (shocked at his not knowing her) Oh, yes, that too. I've come to hear 
what your mushrooms say. (tries to cover her great disappointment)
(THE DUKE turns away from  her,
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a n d  d ig s  in  th e  e a r th  
momentarily.)
AMANDA But I've brought you some Praying Mantises, to help with your aphid 
problem. They will eat them, you know.
(He does not respond.)
AMANDA And they are very ornamental. They fold their front legs as though they 
are praying. That’s where the name . . .
THE DUKE (He abruptly turns and looks at her.) Only at rest. At work they cease 
praying and resume devouring.
AMANDA Set them free in your garden. (She takes a box and empties the insects 
onto the silk flowers.) The aphids will be gone by morning.
THE DUKE Will the mushrooms approve, I wonder?
AMANDA The mushrooms?
THE DUKE Agaricus campestris. Here in the comer. They give me signs.
AMANDA Oh, yes, you read them.
THE DUKE Yes, they give me warnings. ( Pause. He looks out the window at 
street below.) They told me it would happen, but my friends said it was liquor 
giving me my messages.. .(sighs heavily) England, I told them. From the river 
Tweed to the British Channel, from the German Ocean to the Irish Sea. 
Desolation. . . I knew it, and nobody would listen.. . .(grabs handful of 
mushrooms and yanks them out o f d ir t)
AMANDA What do they tell you now?
THE DUKE (looks at mushrooms in his hand, seems puzzled by what he sees) 
"New life" they say. (laughs) They want new life, (throws mushrooms on the 
floor) Well, there's none to be had in England I tell you.
AMANDA I've brought you a bit of new life, Lionel. It's me, Amanda.
THE DUKE It's you who persists in a charade, young woman. I know no one by the 
name of Amanda. I’m but an old man, fallen in fortune, and now a victim of 
man's greatest folly. Let me measure out my time in the solace of my garden, and 
take your gift, whatever it may be, to younger men of gentler persuasion.
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AMANDA There are no such men. It’s you I . . .
THE DUKE Be done with this, I say. It's my dahlias that command my time. Not 
the likes of you.
AMANDA (rips a silk plant out o f the soil and shakes it as she begins to speak) 
This? For this you ignore me, pretending not to remember? For a synthethetic 
scrap of life, you’ll sacrifice the one remaining chance you have for it? These are 
synthetic! Silk! Do you hear me?
(AMANDA con tinues to rip  p la n ts  
out o f  the so il un til he shouts at 
her and grabs her hand.)
THE DUKE Amanda! Stop!
(She a ttem pts to  break  aw ay until 
a f te r  a s l ig h t  s tr u g g le  th e y  
anbrace.)
THE DUKE You must go back. It isn't safe here.
AMANDA Why haven’t you answered my letters?
THE DUKE I wanted you to think that I had perished with the rest.
AMANDA I couldn't accept that. I did for awhile, and then I'd feel the child move, 
and I knew its father had to be alive somewhere. Always, when I'd nearly given 
up, I’d feel a thump . . . thump . . .  a tiny prodding to make me hope again. 
Finally I had to come.
THE DUKE Amanda, you must learn to live without me. We discussed that long 
ago. Time has always been borrowed for us. Even in the beginning. Before all 
this. I left you so you could learn to stand alone.
AMANDA Alone? Do you know what alone is like for me? It's as though the world 
were still in place, but all in tones o f gray. I see the same shapes, the same 
textures, but the crimson, the violet, the sapphire have all been bled away. I hear 
only muffled music and wonder that it could ever have made us dance and sing 
together.
THE DUKE Amanda . . .
AMANDA (stopping him from objecting) I can't eat. I don't sleep. What good is 
standing alone when I have no place to go? No one to hear my news or share 
whatever new thoughts fill my head that day?
THE DUKE But you must . . .
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AMANDA Have you any idea of the magnitude of the void in which I stand alone?
THE DUKE Of course I do, I stand in another part of it. In a place just as empty, 
and I cannot see or hear you from where I stand.
AMANDA You can see me now.
(THE DUKE looks at AMANDA, afraid  
to touch her. He turns to his 
p la n ts  and p u lls  o ff  a le a f  to 
show her the damage he imagines from  the 
aphids.)
THE DUKE Look at that. They suck the life right out of them.
AMANDA Lionel. Let them go. (meaning he should give up on his "garden.")
THE DUKE (pretending to miss her meaning) All right. I shall. (He opens the 
remaining two boxes and releases tthe mantises onto his plants.)
(As ligh ts  g ra d u a lly  fa d e  in the 
g a rre t, they s lo w ly  com e up in 
th e  d o w n s ta ir s  sh o p  a r e a .  
J A S O N  en ters  DSL carrying a 
w rapped  f lo r a l  arrangem ent. He 
wears a uniform  with a hat and  
g lo v es  and a sm a ll gas m ask  
across his nose and mouth. He
en ters the sh o p , and w a its  fo r
the red  lig h t to go o ff before  
undoing his mask. D O L O R E S  and
B E T H  are sea ted  at the tea table.
He rem oves his mask and hangs 
it  on a p eg  by the door. He 
crosses to UC counter and pu ts
arrangement there.)
BETH (alarmed) You weren't able to make the delivery?
JASON (shakes his head) That's the third one this week.
DOLORES You don't mean. . .
JASON Yes, I do.
BETH Did you report it?
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JASON Yes.
BETH You could have left the arrangement. The relatives might have enjoyed it. 
People seem to want flowers now more than ever.
DOLORES They remind people of the way things were before. . .
BETH And you know it depresses father whenever a delivery is returned. Don't 
think he doesn’t notice. We must keep up some semblance of a business for his 
sake.
JASON There were roaches on the porch. I didn't want to look inside. I knew it 
would be like the others, (long pause, then X to table) If you had any sense, 
you'd have gone by now.
BETH I can't make him go.
JASON Your father? Go alone.
DOLORES Jason, you've no feelings for anyone. If you must go . . .
JASON Feelings? Can’t afford them. I've dreamed all my life of taking over this 
shop when Beth was willing to let it go. No. I’m holding out on the slim chance 
that some things will learn how to live again in this Hell hole. . .  But you two, 
you should clear out before the roaches come marching into here.
DOLORES Please, don't talk of roaches. (She gets up and shakes petticoats 
checking for roaches.)
BETH (clearing away tea cups to counter) He'll be coming down to tea soon.
DOLORES Who would join the Duke for tea if we were to leave? (XSL and looks 
out at tree) And who’d protect our tree? Just today a man came with an axe.
JASON And you stopped him? I can’t . . .
BETH Dolores, you know what a bad impression it makes.
DOLORES I tried not to interfere. But I kept remembering the birds.. .Remember, 
Beth, how we tied little bags of suet out there. . .  and the robins? How long has 
it been since we've heard the singing of a robin? .
JASON They've nothing to eat now. One can't expect robins when the insects . . .
BETH You should be dressing for tea. I can’t believe he'll be much longer. He's 
been up there all morning.
DOLORES Whom should we play this time?
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BETH I hope his guest won't spoil it.
JASON Guest?
BETH Yes, a young girl from America. She wanted to see the garden.
JASON From America? Why would she come here when . . .
DOLORES She appears to be pregnant
JASON Pregnant? How long ago was the Duke in America?
DOLORES Eight months ago o r . . .
BETH (giving JASON a warning look) Perhaps you could play Americans at tea? 
DOLORES Whom would you suggest?
BETH Father admired. .  u m . . .  off hand I can't think of any of them he admired. 
He thought it was their fault you know.
JASON Hs thought? Everyone thought. .  ."Peace through strength" my arse.
DOLORES (at window looking at tree) Just look what their "peace" gave us.
(All look sadly at the tree.)
BETH (forced cheerfulness) I think it's a day for Shaw.
JASON But we've done him so often.
BETH At least Shaw cheers us up a bit. (soft chuckle) Who else would be irreverent 
enough to call the renaissance an orgy.
DOLORES (still looking at the tree) Who am I to be?
BETH Emily. Today you should be Emily.
DOLORES I don’t know any Emily. Emily who?
BETH Wilder's Emily. Emily Webb. She’s like you, Dolores.
JASON She went mooning over a tree just as you do.
DOLORES I've never heard of her.
BETH You'll have to dress younger. Use the wig . . .and maybe a bonnet
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DOLORES But what do I say?
BETH Don't worry about it. I have the script in the back. Look under "Our Town."
(DOLORES EXITS UC.)
JASON What do you suppose George thinks of Emily Webb?
BErH "Bernard," never "George." Shaw hated to be called, "George." Remember 
that. Father would notice it immediately. You must go by "Bernard." (rhymes 
with "learned")
JASON But what does he think of her?
BETH Father? He loves all his famous visitors. It's the only . . .
JASON No, Bernard. What should he think of her?
BETH Oh, you must approve, in spite of her being an American. Hurry now. He 
should be coming down soon.
JASON That tree of Dolores's. I wish they'd get it carted off. She can't seem to . . .
( n o ise  UC o f  so m eo n e  com ing  
down stairs)
BETH (pushing him UC) Hurry. I hear him coming down. Use the beard we built 
last time. The knickerbocker suit is hanging behind the door. And don't forget to 
use the brogue.
THE DUKE (off stage UCR) You must stay to tea, Amanda. We'll have some 
interesting guests today. I'm sure of it
AMANDA I'd love to stay with you.
THE DUKE (ENTERS UCR with AMANDA following) It’s the reason I stay in 
London, along with my garden of course. Some o f the best minds of the century 
come here for tea. Beth seems quite amused. Jason and Dolores are so befuddled 
by them they leave the shop altogether. I simply cannot convince them to stay. 
There you are. This is my daughter, Beth. Have you met my charming guest? 
She's brought me a bit of luck from America. Praying mantis for the aphids.
BETH The aphids? But how did you . .  .(AMANDA's eyes meet BETH’s and she 
stops mid-sentence.) v
THE DUKE They'll rid us o f them you know. And it's just what the mushrooms 
were asking for. "New life" they said. That's what they wanted today. I told
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them there wasn't a bit o f it to be had in all of England, but then Amanda here 
brought me her treasure.
BETH. (crosses to AMANDA and embraces her) Won't you stay to tea?
THE DUKE. Yes, Beth. She will. I've already insisted.
(THE D U KE XD L to  w indow  by 
tree.)
BETH Bernard Shaw and Emily Webb will be our guests.
AMANDA (looking very surprised) But she was only a . . .{BETH’s look stops 
her.) You know Emily Webb?
BETH Mr. Shaw insisted she come today as his guest.
THE DUKE Have you checked the tree today, Beth?
BETH There's no need . . .
THE DUKE I'll just give it a little spray, (start to open door) One can't be to o . . .
BETH Not without a mask. Here, use this one.
( B E T H  fa s te n s  m ask  to  T H E  
D U K E .  A M A N D A  XDR to table. She 
s u d d e n ly  le a n s  f o r w a r d  a n d  
holds her abdom en in pa in . This 
is not seen by  B E T H  nor by T H E  
DUKE.)
THE DUKE (pulls mask down to speak) The confounded things. Nothing but a lot 
of rot, I say. All these warnings about . . .
BETH Just wear the mask. Here. Put on the coat and the gloves. You know you 
burned your hands the last time. Here's your spray, and here's the glass. (BETH 
hands THE DUKE a magnifying glass.)
(BETH s te p s  b a ck , o u ts id e  the 
red  zone. T H E  D U K E  o p en s  
door and e x its  o u ts id e  to  tree . 
Lights g ra d u a lly  f a l l  so th a t the 
tree  is b a ck lig h ted . He exam ines  
it  c lo se ly  w ith  th e  g la s s  and  
shakes his head. H e then sprays  
the tree  lig h tly  w ith  the sp ra yer . 
He touches a branch so ftly  and it
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fa lls  to the ground. He is very 
fr ig h te n e d  by th is . He step s  
a w a y  a n d  q u ic k ly  e n te r s  the 
shop. He begins to pull fran tica lly  at his 
mask.)
BETH (anxiously) Wait for the light to go out
THE DUKE (tries to shout under the mask) It broke. I barely touched it and i t . . .
BETH (crosses to THE DUKE, and soothes him. The light goes out and she 
removes his mask.) It’s all right. Think of your lovely garden upstairs.
THE DUKE Whatever could have done it?
(THE D U K E  is o b liv io u s  to 
A M A N D A  and to BETH in the 
fo llo w in g  p a ssa g e . He continues 
to mourn the fa llin g  lim b o f the 
cherry tree.)
AMANDA Lionel dear . . .  (doubles over in a cramp)
BETH Are you all right?
AMANDA (gasping slightly) Yes, I'll be fine.
THE DUKE (in a daze) I've sprayed her so faithfully. Padus serotina is the hardiest 
of her genus. . .  a blue ribbon winner at Kensington. Your mother made jelly 
from her every spring. (He starts towards the door.) The cambium. Maybe 
someone cut the cambium. You know, the "living layer." How could. . .
AMANDA (cutting him off) Let's go check what your mushrooms have to say. 
(takes his arm) The praying mantis must be doing famously by now. Shall we 
see how they're getting on?
BETH (leading him UC) Yes, father. Take a look at your greenhouse. Amanda's 
brought you a stroke of luck. I'm sure of it. I'll call you down for tea when our 
guests arrive.
( A M A N D A  and  THE DUKE EXIT 
UC. When they are out o f  view, 
BETH knocks on the door UCL.)
BETH You can come out now.
( J A S O N  and D O L O R E S  ENTER  
through UCR door. JASON is
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d ressed  as G eorge B ernard  Shaw  
with a beard. He walks with an 
e x a g g e r a te d  s tr id e  and sp ea k s  
with an Irish brogue. D O L O R E S  
is costum ed as a young American  
g ir l o f  1913 w ith  a long blonde 
wig and a bonnet. She carries a 
script o f Our Town.1)
BETH They've gone upstairs to check on the greenhouse. Amanda's brought him 
some sort of insect from America to destroy his aphids.
DOLORES She knew him in America?
JASON The old boy has bought more than a title with his money.
BETH You're forgetting your brogue, Bernard. You get paid for a brogue. Now 
don't forget it.
DOLORES How does the hat look?
BETH It’s lovely, Miss Webb. Try the speech on page eighty three. It's a quick way 
into your character. She's just come back.
DOLORES Comeback?
BETH To earth. She’s been dead and now she's allowed a day to come back and see 
her family.
DOLORES (reading her script) "Take me back-up the hill—to my grave." (She 
becomes very intent upon what she is reading and tunes out the conversation 
around her.)
JASON This one isn't going to do much to cheer her up. Or the Captain. Why do 
we keep this up, Beth?
BETH For him.
DOLORES A butternut tree! (walks over to window and looks out at her tree , then, 
tearfully) Emily says "goodbye" to her butternut tree. (She continues to stare at 
the tree outside the shop.) .
BETH (to JASON) We need to give her another script. She'll never make it through 
this scene.
JASON Another script? It would still be made-up people saying made-up lines. 
Why bother letting the things they say to one another hurt her?
r  ‘
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BETH Perhaps we should just write our own lines. . .  Say what we really feel.
DOLORES (still reading, oblivious to Jason and Beth) "Clocks ticking, sunflowers, 
food and coffee, new ironed dresses, hot baths, sleeping and waking..."
BETH Would that be so very different, I wonder?
(JASON a n d  BETH look at one
an o th er s ile n tly  f o r  a secon d , 
and both sigh, sadly.)
BETH You must stay strong just a little while longer-for his sake. If you really 
insist on staying here, I'll leave the shop free and clear to you. Just help us to 
hold on a few more weeks, until I can convince father to leave.
(JASON walks DL, looks a t tree  
and sighs.)
BETH A few more afternoons as Shaw and the business is yours.
JASON Do you really think I can let you go that easily, Beth?
BETH The brogue, Jason. That's what you're paid for. Have you
forgotten?
DOLORES (reading) Oh earth, you're too wonderful for anyone to realize you!"
JASON Why not grab at one last wonderful thing, Beth?
BETH (pause, then, painfully) I was outdoors when it happened. I was exposed 
for more than an hour. The radiation wil l . . .
JASON Nobody really knows what that will mean. . .
BETH Jason, you should go somewhere where the fallout hasn't contaminated 
everything and everyone. Fine someone who can give you another family. 
Another chance to start over. Why strap yourself with a . .  .with a dying woman 
and an old man whose mind wanders.
JASON "Starting over" is over. And I don't want someone else, Beth. I want to 
spend the time that's left with you.
BETH I can't just leave him here. And he won't go.
( long pa u se . J A S O N X to 
B E T H  and em braces her. From  
UC THE DUKE and  A M A N D A
F
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a re  h e a rd  co m in g  d o w n s ta i r s . 
D OLORES hears them and quickly  
in i t ia te s  th e  c h a ra d e  f o r  th e ir  
b en efit a s  A M A N D A  and  T H E  
D U K E  ENTER from  the door UCR. 
A M A N D A  appears to be  in grea t 
pain . THE DUKE su p p o rts  her on 
his arm. J A S O N ,  B E T H ,  and  
DOLORES do not really look a t her 
at first, and are unaware of her distress.)
DOLORES Excuse me, Mr. Shaw. I understand you are a pacifist. Could you tell .
BETH Look father, Mr. Shaw has come to tea with a lovely guest, Emily Webb.
THE DUKE Ah, GBS. (X to JASON and shakes his hand) So good o f you to 
come, but I'm afraid you'll have t o . . .
JASON Indeed I was a pacifist, am, I should say, in spite o f the fact I still manage to 
offend nearly everyone I meet. I have always believed in peace.
( A M A N D A  leaves THE DUKE a n d  
c r o s s e s  D C . S h e  g r ip s  th e  
counter. H e fo llo w s  her and pu ts  
h is  a rm  a r o u n d  h e r  w a is t ,  
standing behind her.)
DOLORES And how, Mr. Shaw, do you account for the failure o f pacifism?
JASON The pacifist movement takes as its charter the Sermon on the Mount, which 
contains an amusing exhortation--not at all based on man's natural behavior, but it 
is, nevertheless, a first rate tip. You will agree, will you not, that movements 
alligned with natural behavior seem to have fared better in this world than those 
opposed to instinct? ’
THE DUKE (He is unaware o f Amanda’s pain. X  to JASON) I say, Bernard, to 
what "tip" are you referring?
JASON To "do good to those who despitefully use and persecute you." I myself am 
a much hated man and I've done it all my life. I can assure you there is no better 
fun.
THE DUKE But it's unnatural, you say?
JASON It's not the doing  good that seems all wrong. It's that unreasonable 
command to "love one another" that runs us amuck. Such a command displays a 
stupid refusal to accept the facts of human nature.
F
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AMANDA But we . . .
JASON Are we lovable animals? I cannot even like myself without so many 
reservations that I look forward to my death-which cannot be too far o ff -  as a 
good riddance.
THE DUKE But what then are we to . . .
JASON Our dislikes o f certain persons or even of the whole human race do not give 
us the right to injure no matter how odious the other man may be. The social rule 
must be "live and let live."
AMANDA (giving a cry o f  pain) Lionel, help me. (She crumples to the floor 
holding her abdomen.)
DOLORES Oh, my God, Beth. She must be . . .
THE DUKE. Jason, help me get her into the back room. Beth, call the clinic and 
have them send someone to help.
(JASON and THE DUK E h e l p  
A M A N D A  to w alk  UC through  
door R. BETH and  D O L O R E S  
watch them exit.)
BETH, (stunned) He called him "Jason." He must have known all along. Why 
would he allow us to think. . .
( A w orkm an e n te r  DR o u ts id e  
o f  the shop. He w ears a mask. 
He carries an axe.)
DOLORES. Oh my God, Beth. He's come back. He’s going to take away the . . .
(As the workman approachs the tree, DOLORES 
runs to the door, opens it, and goes outside. 
She tries to stop the WORKMAN. When he 
overpowers her, she begins to grab at his mask. 
As he holds the mask to his face with one hand, 
she grabs the axe and threatens to use it on the 
workman's head. He EXITS SR, believing her 
to be mad. She grabs the tree and pulls it from 
the ground. It is easily uprooted, and obviously 
long dead. This entire dance-like fight scene is 
lit by a flashing strobe and is underscored with
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ominous-sounding music. BETH kneels, 
horrified, within the shop, just outside the red 
zone.)
DOLORES. (screaming hysterically DR) You'll not take my baby's tree. You 
bastards took her but you'll not destroy her world as well.
BETH. (screams) Your mask, Dolores. You've forgotten your mask!
(DOLORES ENTERS the shop, dragging the 
tree. BETH alternately watches the red light 
and DOLORES with great anxiety. She 
fearfully backs away from  the door. 
DOLORES sits by the tree cn the floor, choking a n d  c r y i n g . )
BETH (pleading) The door, Dolores. Please close the . . .
AMANDA (from offstage UC, crying) No. No. (very weakly) No.
(From the back room we hear the 
cry of a new-born baby.)
THE DUKE (offstage) Amanda. Amanda.
(THE DUKE s ta g g e r s  ou t UC. 
Ignoring the red  zone, he slow ly  
crosses to the door and closes it.)
BETH The light! The light! It's not out
THE DUKE, (hoarsely, on the verge o f tears) It doesn't matter, Beth. It's all to be 
over very soon now. (pause) I should have known when we checked the garden.
BETH. The garden, (mockingly) Check the garden. Run your absurd life by what 
your bloody mushrooms have to say. (She crosses to directly in front of him and 
shouts into his face.) It's a hoax, father. A hoax. Your plants are all silk. Your 
mushrooms can't. .  .(She stops, horrified that she has turned against her father.)
THE DUKE It's not the mushrooms I was speaking of. It was the mantises. When 
we went upstairs, only a few, a very few, were left. We couldn't determine what 
had become of them. Then, as we stood there, one unfolded his prayerful arms 
and devoured another. That's what it's come to, Beth. Devouring and 
devastation.
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(The remainder of the play is underscored with 
music similar to that at the beginning of the play. 
JASON ENTERS UC carrying the baby. He 
hands the child to THE DUKE. THE DUKE 
takes the child and studies the baby's face for a 
moment. Then he looks at Beth, then at Jason, 
then at Beth again. He gives the baby to Beth, 
and walks over to Dolores, and helps her to 
stand up. The OLD WOMAN enters DSR 
pulling the stuffed dog. She crosses the stage 
and stops briefly beside the spot where the tree 
had been. She starts back right, then turns left 
and EXITS left THE DUKE and DOLORES 
look at BETH and SASON briefly, and then 
EXIT (without masks) out the front door, 
closing the door behind them, quickly. A spot 
illuminates JASON and BETH as they stand 
holding the baby. Lights gradually fade. In the 
dark, over the sound system, we hear the sound 
of a baby crying fo r a few  seconds. The cries 
gradually fade in volume. The lights come up on 
an empty stage, which remains empty during 
any applause.)
BLACKOUT
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